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Abstract 
Bimetallic rolls are widely used in hot rolling mills because of excellent hardness, wear 
resistance and high temperature properties. During hot rolling process, thermal 
tensile-compressive stresses are caused by a cyclic sequence of heating – cooling over the roll 
surface due to hot strip contact and water cooling, resulting in thermal crack at the roll surface. 
Therefore, suitable compressive stresses at the roll surface are necessary for preventing the 
thermal crack extension. However, the tensile residual stress always appears at the roll center to 
balance the surface compressive residual stress. Under the combined action of tensile thermal 
stress and tensile residual stress at the roll center, another form of roll fracture known as thermal 
barrel breakage is originating near to the roll center and breaking out to the barrel surface. 
Therefore, keeping optimum surface compressive residual stress and minimizing the center 
tensile residual stress are desirable to reduce the risk of roll fracture and improve bimetallic roll 
using life. Since the residual stress can be controlled by the heat treatment, thus this thesis 
concentrated on the residual stress analysis of bimetallic roll during the heat treatment. 
Chapter 1 gives the introduction of the high speed steel (HSS) bimetallic rolls used for hot 
strip rolling. In this chapter, the characteristics of the HSS rolls were introduced compared with 
the conventional single material rolls. An in addition, the development, applications and the 
different manufacturing methods of the HSS rolls were briefly introduced. Then the issues of the 
research on residual stress in the rolling rolls were reviewed.  
Chapter 2 analyzes the residual stress of bimetallic roll during uniform heating quenching 
process. A thermo-elastic-plastic finite element simulation was performed by using large amount 
of shell and core material properties depending on the temperature. The residual stress 
generation mechanism and stress distribution during the uniform heating quenching process was 
investigated. Then, the effects of the shell-core ratio, roll diameter, phase transformation and 
material heat treatment process on the residual stress are discussed. 
  
Chapter 3 analyzes the residual stress of bimetallic roll during non-uniform heating 
quenching process. In this chapter, the residual stress simulation was preformed including rapid 
heating and quenching process. The residual stresses were compared between uniform heating 
quenching process and non-uniform heating quenching process. The reason of the center tensile 
residual stress reduction in non-uniform heating quenching was investigated. Then, the 
usefulness of non-uniform heating quenching decreasing the roll center tensile residual stress is 
discussed considering the thermal stress during hot rolling process.  
Chapter 4 briefly describes and explains the effect of creep analysis and tempering process 
on residual stress reduction of bimetallic roll during uniform heating quenching and non-uniform 
heating quenching processes. In this chapter, creep analysis was applied to the core material 
during the keeping process. Firstly, the creep equations were calculated based on the creep test 
using the time hardening law. Then the accuracy of creep equations is verified by the comparison 
of stress relaxation between FEM result and experimental result. At the last, the comparison of 
residual stress reduction considering tempering process after uniform heating quenching process 
and non-uniform heating quenching process was also discussed.  
Chapter 5 analyzes the accuracy of disk method to predict roll residual stress. The disk 
method has been widely used in predicting the roll residual stress by measuring the stress of the 
thin sliced disk from the roll. The relation of stress between the original roll and the sliced disk 
stress should be discussed. In this chapter, therefore, the accuracy of disk method was 
investigated on the basis of thermo-elastic-plastic FEM analysis. Firstly, the stress simulations of 
single material rolls were performed using thermo-elastic analysis and thermo-elastic-plastic 
analysis considering the different quenching time, and in addition, the effect of disk thickness on 
the residual stress was also discussed. Then, the stress simulations of real bimetallic rolls were 
performed using thermos-elastic-plastic analysis under the different quenching time.  
Chapter 6 gives the conclusions summary of this study. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
1.1 Characteristics of high speed steel rolling roll  
Hot rolling process is one of the most important industrial processes used for metalworking 
[1]. Work rolls are the most important tool for the hot and cold forming to reduce the thickness 
of the metal stock [2, 3]. The production quality and the productivity are two of the most 
important concerns, which are depending strongly on the shape profile and surface quality of the 
work roll [4-6]. Generally, high wear resistance and good surface roughening resistance are 
required for the work rolls used for hot strip rolling mills [7-11]. Moreover, the demands for not 
only high quality of product shape and product surface condition but also high productivity and 
energy saving in rolling are increasing more and more in recent years. In order to adapt to severe 
hot rolling demands of a hot strip mill, the high speed steel roll (HSS roll) was developed and 
introduced to hot strip rolling roll [12-16]. Compared with conventional rolls, HSS rolls 
compound by a shell layer formed by high speed steel with high wear resistance and surface 
roughening resistance, and a core layer consisted of cast iron or forged steel with a high hard 
toughness [17-20]. Brief explanation on the properties of HSS roll is provided as follows. 
1. Mechanical properties 
Table 1-1 shows the comparison of material properties between HSS rolls and conventional 
rolls [21]. Table 1-2 shows the comparison of physical properties between HSS rolls and 
conventional rolls [21]. 
The hardness of 80-85Hsc of high speed steel material is mainly used for the work rolls, 
which is higher than the conventional high chrome cast iron of 70-80Hsc and high alloy grain 
cast iron of 75-85Hsc. The high speed steel tensile strength and compressive strength are also 
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increased compared with the conventional roll materials. A steel-base core material with high 
toughness and Young’s modulus is used for the high speed steel rolls, which provides bending 
strength and flexural rigidity about 2 and 1.2 times higher than those of the conventional rolls. In 
terms of physical properties, the high speed steel rolls feature high thermal expansion in the shell 
and have good thermal conductivity in the core.  
2. Microstructures properties 
Table 1-3 shows the comparison of chemical compositions and metallurgical properties 
between HSS rolls and conventional rolls for hot strip mill [21]. 
The high speed steel material is cast alloys of Fe-C-Cr-W-Mo-V system which results in 
improved wear resistance. The carbides are M7C3 (HV2500) for conventional high chromium 
roll and Fe3C (HV1300) for indefinite chilled roll. This new compound roll contains mainly MC 
(HV3000), M7C3 (HV2500) and M6C (HV2000) [13]. The microstructure consists of the fine 
proeutectic MC carbide mainly formed by V, fine eutectic M6C carbide mainly formed by iron, 
Cr, Mo, and a quenched and tempered matrix. The matrix is usually tempered martensite to 
optimize hardness. Both Cr and Mo exhibit a precipitation hardness effect, which ensures high 
matrix hardness at high temperature. Co improves the red hardness for the high speed steel 
material. 
The HSS rolls exhibit a beautiful metallic luster and have minimal surface roughness. The 
roughness depth of HSS rolls are almost l/2-1/3 compared with conventional rolls, which will 
effectively increase the rolling life and the smooth surface of sheet product [21, 22]. 
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Table 1-1 Comparison of mechanical properties between HSS rolls and conventional rolls [21]. 
 
 
Table 1-2 Comparison of physical properties between HSS rolls and conventional rolls [21]. 
 
Roll 
making 
process 
Material 
(
Shell
Core
) 
Thermal  
conductivity 
(W/m•K) 
Specific 
heat 
(kJ/kg•K) 
Specific 
weight 
(kg/m3) 
Linear 
expansion 
coefficient 
(10-5/K) 
Young’s 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Poisson 
ratio 
Centrifugal 
pouring 
casting  
High 
speed 
steel 
25.5 0.50 7700 13.0 235 0.27 
Alloy 
forged 
steel 
42.0 0.50 7850 14.0 206 0.29 
Centrifugal 
casting 
High 
chrome 
steel 
20.0 0.59 7600 13.0 220 0.30 
Ductile 
cast iron 
27.0 0.59 7200 12.0 205 0.30 
High 
alloy 
grain 
cast iron 
23.5 0.54 7500 8.0 175 0.27 
Ductile 
cast iron 
27.0 0.59 7200 12.0 205 0.30 
 
Division Item Unit 
Roll material (shell) 
High speed 
steel 
High chrome 
cast iron 
High alloy 
grain cast iron 
Shell 
Hardness Hsc 70-90 70-80 75-85 
Tensile strength MPa 700-1,000 700-900 400-600 
Compressive 
strength 
MPa 2,500-3,200 1,700-2,200 1,900-2,500 
Fracture strength MPa 25-28 21-34 18-35 
Core Tensile strength MPa 700-1,000 400-500 300-500 
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Table 1-3 Comparison of chemical compositions and metallurgical properties between HSS 
rolls and conventional rolls for hot strip mill [21]. 
Roll material Chemical composition (wt％) 
Top: Graphite 
Middle: Carbide 
Bottom: Maxtrix 
Hardness 
(Hsc) 
High speed steel 
C: 1.5-2.4  Ni: -     Cr: 2-10 
Mo: 2-10   V: 2-10  W: 2-10 
Co:≤10 
None 
MC+M6C 
Tempered martensite 
80-90 
High chrome cast 
iron 
C: 1.0-3.0  Ni:1-2   Cr: 10-25 
Mo: 1-3    V: ≤3 
None 
M7C3 
Tempered martensite 
70-90 
High alloy grain 
cast iron 
C: 3.0-3.4   Ni:4-5  Cr:≤ 2 
Mo:≤1 
≤5％ 
Fe3C 
Bainite 
70-85 
 
3. High temperature hardness and hardenability 
Figure 1-2 shows the hardness depending on the temperature and the hardenability the for 
high speed steel and conventional material rolls for hot strip mill [13, 21]. The high speed steel 
rolls can still maintain higher hardness at high temperature than that of conventional roll material 
rolls. Moreover, the hardness can be improved by adding the Co element. The hardness range 
HsC80-90 of outer layer is suited to prevent the hardness softening and keep wear-resistance at 
rolling. The hardness range HsC30-45 of core is suited to prevent wear at rolling. The hardness 
decreasing from roll surface to core at room temperature is less than HsC3at 50mm inside of the 
outer shell, which is less than that of indefinite chilled iron roll.  
4. Wear resistance and surface roughness resistance 
Figure 1-2 shows the wear depth of HSS rolls at the finishing rolling process compared with 
the conventional rolls [21]. When the high speed steel was used in an actual mill for the finishing 
stands of a hot strip mill, they also have a better performance than the conventional rolls. The 
wear depth of the HSS rolls is much smaller than that of conventional rolls, and the wear 
resistance is significantly increased [21, 23].  
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(a) Hardness at the high temperature              (b) Hardness distribution 
Figure 1-1 Hardness depending on the temperature and hardenability for high speed steel 
compared with the conventional rolls for hot strip mill [13, 21] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Wear resistance                       (b) Surface toughness resistance 
Figure 1-2 Wear resistance and surface toughness resistance of high speed steel rolls compared 
with conventional rolls for hot strip mill [21, 23] 
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1.2 Manufacturing methods of high speed steel rolling roll  
Recently, many methods such as centrifugal casting (CC)[24-26], continuous pouring for 
cladding (CPC) [13, 27] and electric slag re-melting (ESR) [28, 29], etc., have been used to 
fabricate the HSS work rolls. The manufacture processes can be listed as following. 
1. Centrifugal casting (CC) process 
The molten metal (shell layer) is firstly poured in a rotating mold, when the shell layer just 
solidified, and then the core metal is poured in the concentric cavity, so that the performance of 
two different materials to achieve complete metallurgical bond. Centrifugal casting is one of the 
main methods for HSS rolls in the early stage because of simple operation, less equipment 
investment and stable roll quality. However, since larger amounts of the alloy elements (Cr, Mo, 
V, W) contained in the shell layer and these elements density are different, the severe segregation 
occurs at the shell layer of the HSS rolls for the centrifugal casting method.  
2. Centrifugal pouring casting (CPC) process 
This is the most popular method of HSS rolls manufacturing. Bimetallic HSS rolls are 
produced by pouring the molten metal, which formed the shell layer, in the gap between the 
vertically placed core the water cooled mould. Heat is supplied to the core and the molten metal 
to ensure complete adherence. This process produces good bonding between the shell and the 
core. Another advantage of this process is that the core can be a forged alloy, thus ensuring 
higher toughness. 
3. Electroslag re-melting (ESR) process 
A water-cooled mold placed concentrically around the cylindrical core material, which will 
become the roll core and journal. The pipe shaped electrode which will form the outer layer of 
the roll is inserted in the space between the core material and the mold. This electrode is melted 
by ESR method and the core and the mold are rotated synchronously during melting by ESR 
method. The space between the core and the mold is continuously filled with the molten 
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electrode. The HSS roll manufactured by ESR has the clean outer layer with sound and fine 
microstructure and high boundary strength. 
 
 
(a) Centrifugal casting process               (c) Electroslag re-melting process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Continuous pouring casting process 
Figure 1-3 Manufacturing methods for high speed steel bimetallic rolls 
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1.3 Historical development and applications of high speed steel rolling roll 
1.3.1 Historical development of high speed steel rolling roll [30] 
In the 19th century, unalloyed grey iron was mainly modified only by different carbon 
content and cooling rates using grey iron chill moulds or sand moulds, and the forged steel was 
used for rolls. In this period, the roll consisted of white iron shell layer and grey iron core and 
necks due to reduced cooling rate. This type roll was used for flat rolling without any roll cooling 
in sheet mills. Later on cast steel rolls were developed with carbon content up to 2.4% with and 
without graphite, and are still produced today. 
Around 1930, indefinite chill double poured (ICDP) rolls were invented for hot rolling, 
especially for work rolls in finishing mills of hot strip mills, which were also used for many 
other applications such as roughing stands of hot strip mills and work rolls in plate mills. This 
grade was to become the world standard for many years with very limited variations. Until today 
no other material could replace this grade for some applications. In the late 1990's finally ICDP 
enhanced with carbide improved roll performance and started a new phase for this old grade, still 
successfully in use today in work rolls for early finishing stands of finishing hot strip mills and 
for plate mills. 
Around 1950 nodular iron was invented and introduced into roll manufacturing, unalloyed 
as well as frequently (Cr) Ni, Mo-alloyed, giving good wear resistance and strength at the same 
time. The use of high chromium iron (2-3% C, 15-20% Cr) and later on high chromium steel 
(1-2% C, 10-15% Cr) brought new materials with high wear resistance. But this was only one 
major step towards greater productivity of rolls. 
In 1985 by starting high speed tool steel (HSS) materials were introduced into rolls and 
evolved the so-called semi tool steel grades. After initial problems all changes brought new 
opportunities for better roll performance. After the introduction of new grades to the mills it was 
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often necessary to change or improve rolling conditions. However, after some time rolls also 
improved and there were no further problems with new grades, only a better performance. 
1.3.2 Applications of high speed steel rolling roll 
Casting high speed steel roll for hot rolling was developed in Japan in 1988, and applied to 
hot strip rolling mills. In the 1990s, high speed steel began to be introduced to the United States, 
and in Europe [31]. At present, dozens of enterprises worldwide have used high speed steel 
bimetallic rolls, had achieved some results, including the Nippon Steel Corporation of Japan 
(NSSC), the Inland Steel Company of the United States and Dofasco of Canada. 
1. Application in Japan  
Based on the report, the bimetallic roll of high speed steel produced by the NSSC in the 
way of CPC had relatively high wear resistance [32-34]. After applying high speed rolls, the cost 
of rolls declined significantly, with significant decrease of time in changing rolls, reduce of stock 
removal, improvement in roll capacities, decline of fuel and energy, which are helpful to reduce 
the cost of rolls and improve the quality of strip.  
Since 1992, the Hitachi Limited of Japan has produced and applied over 150 semi-high 
speed steel bimetallic rolls with the roll diameter of 250 to 630 mm, and achieved good results in 
rolling [35]. Compared with common forged steel rolls with 5% of Cr and 10% of Cr, the 
abrasion of semi-high speed steel is less, with shallower surface toughness. Hence, the cost of 
rolls reduces significantly. When producing the same amount of cold strip steel, the cost of rolls 
is only 21% of that by 5% of Cr steel.  
The Hawasaki Iron Company in Japan has tried high speed steel rolls on continuous rolling 
mills, and the compositions are as following: 2%-3% C, 5%-8% Cr, 5%-7% V, 1%-3% Nb [36]. 
Results have shown that when using nodular casting iron rolls, the average roughness (Ra) of 
pass roughness increased as the quantity of rolling increased, and should be changed after rolling 
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2000 steel pipes. When using high chromium steel rolls, Ra increased with the quantity of rolling 
at the beginning, but without significant changes afterwards. Meanwhile, when using high speed 
steel rolls, since the beginning of rolling, Ra stayed in a relatively low number, and can roll 
12,000 steel pipes. Hence, using high speed rolls can prolong the life of rolls and reduce the cost 
of rolls significantly.   
2. Application in Canada 
Since 1993, when Canada Dofasco Company tried casting high speed steel rolls, the 
percentage of use has increased continuously [37]. At present, casting high speed steel rolls have 
all adopted on F2, F3 and F4. After using high speed steel rolls, the cost of rolls have reduced 
significantly, and the efficiency of rolls improved significantly. The average rolling amount of 
Machine F4 has increased from 360t/h in June, 1992 to 490t/h in November, 1994, with a 20% 
increase of strip surface quality.   
3. Application in China  
In recent years, China has launched the research of high speed steel rolls [38-40]. It is 
reported that China Iron and Steel Research Institution has cooperated with Tangshan Lianqiang 
Metallurgical and Rolls Ltd., to develop high speed steel bimetallic rolls. Adopting the method of 
centrifugal casting, the rolls are used on the machine of mill coils products to produce the plain 
carbon steel with the thickness of 2.1 mm and the width between 120 to 183 mm. When 
producing the plain carbon steel, the amount of steel rises 2.5 to 3 times compared with that 
using high ni-cr infinite cold hardness cast iron roll, but with only one fourth of grinding quantity 
of the original, and the comprehensive efficiency is more than 10 times than original. Baosteel 
has also introduced several high speed steel rolls from overseas, whose lifespan double to triple 
of high chromium casting rolls. When being used on hot strip mill, it has achieved success. 
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1.4 Residual stress in rolling roll 
Residual stresses are inevitable introduced into the rolls during the manufacturing process 
of casting, heat treatment process of quenching and tempering and the subsequent machining 
process of grinding and turning, which have a significant impact on the roll performance and roll 
life [30, 41, 42]. Generally, it is known that compressive residual stresses at roll surface are 
beneficial for increasing fatigue strength, reducing crack propagation and reducing shear stress at 
the roll barrel surface and work-hardening [13, 30, 42]. On the other hand, the tensile residual 
stresses at the roll center may cause roll breakage. In principle, the surface compressive stresses 
and the center tensile residual stresses are balance each other over the cross section of the roll. 
Therefore, the large enough surface compressive stress and low center tensile stress has to be 
controlled. Table 1-4 gives statistical results on the roll damages and the damage sources for hot 
strip mill at the finishing stand [41].    
Over the years, the investigation of residual stress for mill rolls was mainly measured 
experimentally [43-50]. Many different methods have been developed to measure residual stress 
for the mill rolls in order to determine the roll residual stress distribution. The methods may be 
classified into destructive or non-destructive one. Destructive mechanical methods including 
deep hole-drilling method, ring core method, disk-cutting method and Sachs boring method and 
non-destructive methods including X-ray diffraction method and Barkhausen magnetic method 
have been applied to the measuring of roll residual stress. However, the non-destructive methods 
are only the surface near regions can be investigated and not suitable for measuring the interior 
stress of large rolls, as well as the main destructive methods such as hole-drilling method and 
ring-core method. Although the deep hole-drilling method, disk cutting method and Sachs boring 
method have been used for measuring the residual stress from center to surface of large rolls, 
these methods are extreme time consuming and damaging the testing rolls.  
Recently, it is highly fashionable to investigate residual stresses by computer simulation on 
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the basis of finite element method (FEM). The FEM simulation is an effective way to help to 
understand the generation mechanism of residual stress [51-52]. However, for the residual stress 
simulation of the rolls which treated on casting process or heat treatment process, a large amount 
of material properties are necessary regarding two different materials in the bimetallic roll 
[53-54]. Those data have to be obtained under the wide range of temperature including high 
temperature region which are difficult to be obtained. Therefore, despite a number of studies 
focused on residual stress in the past decades, most studies dealt with small size components 
[55-61]. Recently, Torres et al. analyzed bimetallic work rolls during post casting cooling stage 
[62-63]. Although they have studied the prediction of the residual stress on the high chrome steel 
roll, the most critical quenching process has not been covered yet. 
1.5 Motivation and Objectives 
As have been introduced in above, considerable residual stress is inevitably introduced in to 
bimetallic rolls due to temperature gradient and phase transformation during heat treatment 
process. In addition, for the hot strip roliing rolls, thermal stresses are caused by a cyclic 
sequence of heating – cooling over the roll surface due to hot strip contact and water cooling 
during hot rolling process, resulting in thermal crack initiation named firecrack at the roll surface. 
If severe thermal tensile stress has been added under the rolling trouble, the thermal crack starts 
to propagate. Therefore, suitable compressive stresses are necessary for preventing the thermal 
crack extension. However, the tensile residual stress always appears at the roll center to balance 
the surface compressive residual stress. Under the combined action of thermal stress and residual 
stress, another form of roll fracture is known as thermal barrel breakage. This thermal breakage 
was originating near to the roll center and breaking out to the barrel surface. The residual tensile 
stress affects the thermal breakage because if the total tensile stress exceeds the strength of core 
material, a sudden thermal breakage happens. Thus, to improve roll using life, minimizing the 
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center tensile residual stress and keeping optimum surface compressive residual stress are 
required for bimetallic rolls used in hot rolling mills. Heat treatment of rolls is most critical for 
residual stresses but if well controlled, residual stresses are controlled as well. Therefore, it is 
desirable to investigate the residual stress distribution and generation mechanism for bimetallic 
roll during the heat treatment. 
 
Table 1-4 Statistical results on the roll damages and the damage sources for hot strip mill at the 
finishing rear stand [41]. 
 
Rolling 
condition 
Breakage 
Source of breakage 
Roll material Rolling condition 
Defect Strength 
Residual 
stress 
Thermal 
stress 
Rolling 
stress 
Normal 
Body breakage ○ ○ ○ ○ --- 
Large spalling at 
center ○ ○ ○ 
△ ○ 
Large spalling at 
boundary ○ ○ ○ △ ○ 
Large spalling from 
surface ○ --- --- --- △ 
Small spalling from 
surface ○ --- --- --- △ 
Abnormal 
Large spalling※ --- --- --- ○ ○ 
Small spalling --- --- --- ○ ○ 
Crack by cobble --- --- --- ○ ○ 
Crack by mill stopage --- --- --- ○ --- 
 
Remarks: ○ Strong effect;       △ Small effect; 
        --- Little or no effect;   ※ Accompanied with body breakage, sometimes 
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1.6 Outline of the dissertation 
The objectives of the study in this thesis aims to minimize the center tensile residual stress 
and keep optimum surface compressive residual stress for bimetallic rolls used in hot rolling 
mills. In this study, a thermo-elastic-plastic finite element simulation will be performed by using 
MSC.Marc2012 to investigate the residual stress during heat treatment. The thesis outline is 
composed of 6 chapters as following: 
Chapter 1 gives the introduction of the high speed steel (HSS) bimetallic rolls used for hot 
strip rolling. In this chapter, the characteristics of the HSS rolls were introduced compared with 
the conventional single material rolls. An in addition, the development, applications and the 
different manufacture methods of the HSS rolls were briefly introduced. Then the issues of the 
research on residual stress in the rolling rolls were reviewed.  
Chapter 2 analyzes the residual stress of bimetallic roll during uniform heating quenching 
process. A thermo-elastic-plastic finite element simulation was performed by using large amount 
of shell and core material properties depending on the temperature. The residual stress 
generation mechanism and stress distribution during the uniform heating quenching process was 
investigated. Then, the effects of the shell-core ratio, roll diameter, phase transformation and 
material heat treatment process on the residual stress are discussed. 
Chapter 3 analyzes the residual stress of bimetallic roll during non-uniform heating 
quenching process. The residual stresses were compared between uniform heating quenching 
process and non-uniform heating quenching process. Then, the usefulness of non-uniform 
heating quenching decreasing the roll center tensile residual stress is discussed considering the 
thermal stress during hot rolling process.  
Chapter 4 briefly describes and explains the effect of creep analysis and tempering process 
on residual stress reduction of bimetallic roll during uniform heating quenching and non-uniform 
heating quenching processes. In this chapter, creep analysis was applied to the core material 
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during the keeping process. Firstly, the creep equations were calculated based on the creep test 
using the time hardening law. Then the accuracy of creep equations is verified by the comparison 
of stress relaxation between FEM result and experimental result. At the last, the comparison of 
residual stress reduction considering tempering process between uniform heating quenching 
process and non-uniform heating quenching process was also discussed.  
Chapter 5 analyzes the accuracy of disk method to predict roll residual stress. The disk 
method has been widely used in predicting the roll residual stress by measuring the stress of the 
thin sliced disk from the roll. The relation of stress between the original roll and the sliced disk 
stress should be discussed. In this chapter, therefore, the accuracy of disk method was 
investigated on the basis of thermo-elastic-plastic FEM analysis. Firstly, the stress simulations of 
single material rolls were performed using thermo-elastic analysis and thermo-elastic-plastic 
analysis considering the different quenching time, and in addition, the effect of disk thickness on 
the residual stress was also discussed. Then, the stress simulations of real bimetallic rolls were 
performed using thermos-elastic-plastic analysis under the different quenching time.  
Chapter 6 gives the main conclusions of this study for the residual stress analysis of 
bimetallic rolls during the uniform heating quenching and non-uniform heating quenching 
processes, and the other influence factors on residual stress. 
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Chapter 2  
Residual Stress Simulation during Uniform Heating Quenching  
2.1 Introduction 
Work rolls are used in the roughing stands of hot strip mill to reduce the steel thickness. 
They have to meet the requirements of hardness, wear resistance at the surface and toughness at 
the center [1-3]. Traditional single material roll cannot satisfy these conflicting properties at the 
same time. Many studies have been done to improve roll performance in the past decades. The 
bimetallic roll is one of the most important developments to resolve above problem [4, 5]. As 
shown in Figure 2-1, the bimetallic roll is manufactured by centrifugal casting method, using 
HSS as shell material and the ductile casting iron (DIC) as core material. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1 Schematic diagram of the HSS bimetallic roll (mm) 
During heat treatment, residual stress is inevitably introduced due to temperature gradient 
and phase transformation [4, 10, 11]. The residual stress is self-equilibrating within the roll, 
independent of the any external loads. In addition, thermal stress is produced by heating-cooling 
thermal cycles during subsequent hot rolling process [12-15]. The existing residual stress will be 
added to thermal stress, leading to roll fracture. In order to prevent the thermal crack caused by 
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thermal behavior, suitable compressive stresses are necessary at the roll surface [16]. However, 
the tensile stress appearing at the center may cause the risk of fracture from the inside of the roll, 
whose distribution has not been investigated until now. The stable quality of the work roll is 
closely related to the quality of rolling product and manufacture cost [9, 12]. Therefore, the 
investigation of the residual stress is necessary and urgent in order to improve service life of the 
work roll. Despite a number of studies focused on residual stress caused by quenching in the past 
decades, most studies dealt with small size components [24-27]. Recently, Torres et al. analyzed 
bimetallic work rolls during post casting cooling stage [28]. Although they have studied the 
prediction of the residual stress on the high chrome steel roll, the most critical quenching process 
has not been covered yet.  
In this chapter, a thermo-elastic-plastic finite element simulation will be performed by using 
MSC.Marc2012 to investigate the residual stress during quenching. In the first place, the 
simulation of bimetallic roll will be performed to investigate the generation mechanism and 
distribution of residual stress. Then, the effects of the shell-core ratio, diameter, phase 
transformation and material heat treatment process on the residual stress will be discussed. 
2.2 Uniform heating quenching process for bimetallic roll 
Figure 2-2 shows the schematic diagram of the heat treatment process including pre-heating, 
quenching and tempering. In pre-heating process, the whole roll is heated up to the uniform 
temperature of TStart and kept for several hours. Then, the roll temperature drops rapidly through 
air cooling. After that, the roll is put into the furnace again and maintained at TKeep1 to prevent 
excessive thermal stresses caused by rapid cooling. After keeping period, the roll is cooled down 
slowly until to the temperature of TFinish. After quenching process, the tempering process will be 
performed 2 to 4 times to release the residual stress and obtained the stable microstructure. The 
effect of tempering process will be studied in the Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-2 Uniform heating quenching process for bimetallic roll 
2.3 Analysis method and FEM modeling 
2.3.1 FEM model 
As shown in Figure 2-1, the HSS bimetallic rolls with diameter of 600mm, body length of 
1600mm and shell thickness of 75mm, consist of the high speed steel (HSS) as outer layer and 
the ductile casting iron (DCI) as inner layer and roll neck.  
In this study, the MSC.Marc 2012 software is used to carry out FEM elastic-plastic analysis 
to simulate the quenching process for HSS bimetallic rolls. Figure 2-3 shows the axisymmetric 
FEM model of HSS bimetallic roll. The roll clutch with the length of 400mm is ignored because 
of the small effect on the residual stress at the central section. A 4-node linear axisymmetric quad 
element with the mesh size of 5×5mm is adopted for the transient-static simulation. The 
displacement boundary conditions and thermal isolation conditions are applied to z=0 due to the 
symmetry. In this study, roll surface temperature TSurface obtained by measuring experimentally is 
imposed to the roll surface. 
At the beginning of this study, the heat transfer coefficient was obtained to confirm the 
FEM result. In this case, since the heat transfer coefficient depends on many factors, such as, 
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material, size, surface conditions of a part, the accurate heat transfer coefficient can be obtained 
in the following way. First, a value of heat transfer coefficient is assumed from the reference and 
applied to the roll surface. Second, TAmbient is applied to FEM model of the roll, then roll surface 
temperature TSimulation is obtained by the simulation and compared with TSurface. Here, the ambient 
temperature TAmbient is obtained by measuring experimentally. Third, the reference heat transfer 
coefficient is changed repeatedly if TSimulation ≠ TSurface. The real heat transfer coefficient is 
finally obtained when TSimulation ＝ TSurface. The calculated heat transfer coefficients including 
effect of radiation are shown in Figure 2-4. 
 
 
 
 
 
(mesh size: 5mm×5mm) 
Figure 2-3 FEM model and boundary conditions for bimetallic roll 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4 Heat transfer coefficients for bimetallic roll during uniform quenching process 
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2.3.2 Material properties used for FEM analysis 
To analyze quenching process, a large amount of material properties are necessary 
regarding two different materials in the bimetallic roll. Those material properties include Young’s 
modulus, thermal expansion coefficients, specific heat, density, yield stress, thermal conductivity 
and Poison’s ratio. Table 2-1 shows the chemical compositions of high speed steel and ductile 
casting iron for the common high speed steel bimetallic rolls. Table 2-2 shows the summary of 
material properties required for FEM analysis at room temperature.  
Table 2-1 Chemical compositions of high speed steel and ductile casting iron for high speed 
steel roll /mass% 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2-2 Mechanical properties of high speed steel and ductile casting iron at room temperature 
 
Property Shell Core 
0.2％ proof stress [MPa] (1282)*1 415 
Young’s modulus [GPa] 233 173 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 0.3 
Density [kg/m3] 7.6 7.3 
Thermal expansion coefficient [K-1] 12.6×10-6 13.0×10-6 
Thermal conductivity [W/(m･K)] 20.2 23.4 
Specific heat [J/(kg･K)] 0.46 0.46 
 
1) Tensile strength of the shell material is indicated as the 0.2％ proof stress because the 
deformation at break is small 
 
Composition C Si Mn P S Ni Cr Mo Co V W Mg 
HSS 1-3 <2 <1.5 
  
<5 2-7 <10 <10 3-10 <20 <10 
DCI 2.5-4 1.5-3.1 
 
<0.1 <0.1 0.4-5 <1.5 0.1-1    0.02-0.08 
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Since the required material properties are depending on the temperature, therefore, those 
data have to be obtained under the wide range of temperature including high temperature region 
which are difficult to be obtained. In this study, the material properties of shell and core material 
were measured from room temperature to TStart at a certain temperature interval. In order to 
ensure the accuracy of simulation, the experimental data are obtained along the same 
temperature process of quenching.  
2.3.2.1 Tensile test 
The tensile test was conducted by using a standard testing machine INSTRON 5587 with 
the tensile speed 2.5%/min. The specimens shown in Figure 2-5 were prepared from HSS 
bimetallic roll. The temperature conditions of the specimen for the tensile test is shown in Figure 
2-6. The specimens were heated up to TStart with the speed of 500℃/h, then, cooled down to the 
testing temperature including room temperature, and TStart -100℃ at the interval of 100℃. The 
cooling speeds of the specimens were the same as the speeds of roll quenching. The specimens 
were kept at the testing temperature for 20 minutes after cooling process. Young’s modulus, yield 
stress and Poison’s ratio are obtained from tensile test. 
2.3.3.2 Dilatometer experiment  
The tests are conducted by using thermal mechanical analysis method.[29] The specimens 
were prepared from HSS bimetallic roll, with 8mm thickness, 8mm width and 17mm length. The 
cooling speed is the same as the one of quenching without considering keeping temperature 
process of real roll in Figure 2-2. The test temperature was in the region from TStart to room 
temperature. Thermal expansion coefficients are obtained from dilatometer experiment. 
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Figure 2-5 Specimen of the tensile test (mm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2- 6 Temperature conditions of the specimen for the tensile test 
 
The input data of material properties of high speed steel and ductile casting iron depending 
on temperature are shown in Figure 2-7. In this study, those material data cannot be indicated in 
detail because they are confidential data of the roll manufacturing company. According to the 
custom of this industrial field, the chemical composition, dissolution method, casting conditions 
and heat treatment, especially the high temperature properties, are regarded as the trade secret 
belonged to the owner. In this paper, therefore，the dimensionless values have to be used to 
characterize the material properties heat treatment process. Since the purpose of this paper is to 
clarify the residual stress during quenching process, the simulation results are still useful enough 
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for the readers to understand the generation mechanism and the residual stress distribution. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          (a) Young’s modulus                     (b) Poisson's ratio 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Stress-strain curves of ductile casting iron   (d) Stress-strain curves of high speed steel 
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(e) Thermal expansion coefficient               (f) Thermal conductivity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(g) Specific heat 
Figure 2- 7 Material properties dependent on temperature for high speed steel and ductile casting 
iron 
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2.4 Residual stress generation mechanism for single material roll 
In the first place, by taking an example of a single material roll of ductile casting iron, the 
generation mechanism of residual stress will be discussed during quenching process. To simplify 
the simulation, an axisymmetric FEM model is performed without considering the phase 
transformation and roll diameter change in the z-direction.  
Figure 2-8 shows the histories of (a) temperature, (b) stress σz and (c) Young’s modulus for 
the roll during quenching process. Since FEM elastic-plastic analysis needs Young’s modulus 
even under high temperature, a specific stress point is focused when the strain reaches 0.05% on 
the stress-strain curve. Then, the Young’s modulus is defined as the gradient of the line 
connecting the origin and the specific point. Figure 2-8(c) shows the Young's modulus during 
quenching process, which varies depending on temperature.  
The quenching process is divided into RegionⅠ, RegionⅡ and RegionⅢ classified by the 
dominant elastic or plastic state at the surface and center. In the RegionⅠ, the yield strength of 
shell and core is very low due to high temperature, the stress rapidly increases and exceeds the 
yield stress. Therefore, the large plastic deformation occurs at both roll surface and roll center. In 
the RegionⅡ, since the surface becomes elastic due to surface cooling, the surface Young's 
modulus increases with decreasing temperature although the center still keeps high temperature 
and plastic state. In the RegionⅢ, since both surface and the center become elastic, both Young’s 
modulus increases as the cooling continues. 
In RegionⅠ, at the beginning of the cooling, the surface temperature drops faster than the 
center temperature, leading to the temperature gradient in the r-direction (Fig.2-8(d)① ). 
Afterwards, the roll surface shrinks relative to the center in the axial direction and results in 
tensile stress. In order to balance the stresses in the roll interior, the compressive stress appears in 
the roll center. With increasing the temperature gradient, the stress at the roll surface and center 
increase together continuously. 
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(a) Temperature at center and surface         (b) Stress σz at center and surface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Young’s modulus at center and surface              (d) Deformation and stress state  
Figure 2-8 Residual stress generation mechanism for single material roll 
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Figure 2-8(d)②). In this period, the thermal contraction at the surface is restricted due to the 
appearing of elastic state. However, the thermal contraction rate at the center is faster than that 
one at the surface, causing the thermal strain differences decreasing. Finally, both surface and 
center stresses reach peak values. 
In Region Ⅲ, thermal strain differences decreasing due to the center’s thermal contraction 
rate is larger than surface, both surface and center stresses start decreasing (Figure 2-8 (d)○3 ). As 
the cooling continues, the surface thermal contraction is approximately equal to the center 
thermal contraction, then the stresses state are interchanged (Figure 2-8(d)○4 ). Since the center 
contraction is larger than surface, the tensile stress increases at the roll center (Figure 2-8(d)○5 ). 
Since Young’s modulus increases in regionⅢ(Figure 2-8(c)), the compressive stresses at the roll 
surface increases as well as the tensile stress at the roll center. Finally, the compressive at the 
surface and tensile stress at the center are generated as shown in Figure 2-8(b). 
2.5 Residual stress generation mechanism for HSS bimetallic roll 
Figure 2-9 shows the histories of (a) temperature, (b) stress σz and (c) Young’s modulus for 
the bimetallic roll during quenching process. The initial residual stress before quenching can be 
eliminated because of the pre-heating to high temperature of TStart. In the RegionⅠ, the roll is 
cooled down from TStart, the surface temperature rapidly drops. As a result, tensile stress is 
produced at the surface and compressive stress is produced at the center. 
In the RegionⅡ, at the temperature of TEP, the surface changes into elastic-plastic while the 
center still keeps plastic. In addition, the dropping speed of surface temperature decreases. As a 
result, the center thermal contraction becomes larger than surface thermal contraction, leading to 
the stresses at the center and the surface decrease. As center temperature dropping to the 
temperature of TPearlite, pearlite transformation happens near the boundary and expands toward 
the center. In this period, the center is shrunk relative to the other parts of the core which expand 
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gradually due to pearlite transformation. Hence, the compressive stress at the center decreases 
until becomes tensile stress. The tensile stress reverses to compressive stress rapidly when the 
pearlite transformation reaches to the center.  
In the Region Ⅲ, the center is further contracted relative to the surface because of larger 
temperature change. Then, the surface stress state interchanges from tension to compression, and 
the center stress state interchanges from compression to tension. Until reaching TKeep1, both 
surface and center stresses increase continuously. During keeping TKeep1, the stresses at the 
surface and the center decrease because of the decreasing of temperature gradient. At the 
temperature of TBainite, bainite transformation occurs at the surface, causing a volume expansion 
and the surface compressive stress increases. To balance the increase of surface stress, the center 
tensile stress also increases. After the bainite phase transformation, the thermal contraction 
difference becomes larger and Young’s modulus increases with decreasing temperature. 
Eventually, both surface and center residual stresses increase continuously. 
Figure 2-10 shows the residual stress for HSS roll with D=600mm in Figure 2-1 in 
comparison with the previous experimental results σθ for HSS rolls with D=335mm [16], 
D=600~850mm [30]. Here, it should be noted that the casting method and core material between 
roll in Figure 2-2 and HSS rolls with D=335mm, D=600~850mm are different. Although usually 
the different casting process and core material cause different residual stress, the residual stresses 
are nearly the same because of the following reasons. First, the effect of different casting method 
can be eliminated because of the pre-heating to the high temperature of TStart before quenching. 
Second, the effect of different core materials is smaller during the same quenching process 
because thermal expansion properties are similar and only the pearlite transformation occurs for 
both materials during this process [31]. Third, the effect of diameter on the residual stress was 
previously investigated by the roll industry and it was found that the surface residual stresses are 
similar when the rolls have the same diameter. The results in later chapter in this paper also show 
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that the surface residual stresses under the same roll diameter are almost independent of the 
shell-core ratio. Therefore, these three results can be compared, especially at the roll surface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Temperature histories                    (b) Residual stress σz histories  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Young’s modulus histories  
Figure 2-9 Residual stress generation mechanism of bimetallic roll during uniform heating 
quenching 
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Figure 2-10 Simulation residual stress in comparison with the previous experimental results σθ 
of HSS roll with the steel shaft [16, 30] 
2.6 Results and Discussion 
2.6.1 Effect of shell-core ratio on residual stress 
Because of the difference between the shell material and core material of the bimetallic roll, 
the component ratio of the shell and core influences roll performance. Hence, we should pay 
attention to the effect of shell-core ratio on residual stress. The equation of shell-core ratio is 
given as Equation 1: 
 
                        
 𝐴𝑠
𝐴𝑐
=
𝐷2−𝑑2
𝑑2
                                         (1) 
 
where As is the shell area, Ac is the core area, D is the shell diameter, d is the core diameter.  
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is necessary to grind the roll surface every time after a certain amount of wear appears. In 
addition, the oxidation, fire cracks and sticking might sometimes occurring on the roll surface 
must be removed by grinding if troubles happen [32]. After being repeatedly polished, the shell 
thickness is gradually thinned until to the limit, then the roll becomes useless. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) As/Ac=small               b) As/Ac=large 
Figure 2-11 Schematic diagram of residual stress distribution 
Although the larger shell-core ratio enhances roll service life under the same roll diameter, 
the larger tensile stress at center will be produced and causes risk of fracture. Figure 2-11 shows 
a schematic illustration of the residual stress. It shows that under larger shell-core ratio, the 
larger tensile stress should appear at the core in order to balance the larger compressive region. 
Therefore, it has been thought that the larger shell-core ratio results in larger risk of fracture. To 
confirm the validity of this conventional conception, the effect of shell-core ratio on the residual 
stress will be discussed. 
Figure 2-12 shows the residual stress distribution for different shell-core ratios when roll 
diameter D = 600mm. Here, the analysis method and roll surface temperature are the same as the 
one in Figure 2-3. Although the As/Ac of the real roll lies in the range of 0.4 to 0.6, a larger 
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range of 0.2 to 0.8 is chosen to clarify the effect. In Figure 2-12, the tensile residual stress at the 
center increases with increasing As/Ac. The tensile stress increases by 9％ in the range of 0.2 to 
0.8, while only increases by 2％ in the range of 0.4 to 0.6. The compressive stresses at the 
surface are almost unchanged. The results show that the shell-core ratio has a little influence on 
the residual stress of the bimetallic roll. 
As shown in Figure 2-11, the compressive residual stress rapidly decreases from the surface 
to the boundary, and the compressive stress region dose not increase with increasing As/Ac. As a 
result, the increasing of compressive stress region is smaller than the increase imaged 
conventionally. Therefore, the effect of shell-core ratio on the residual stress is less than expected 
result. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-12 Distribution of residual stress σz for different As/Ac when D=600mm 
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2.6.2 Effect of roll diameter on residual stress 
Figure 2-13 shows the residual stress distribution of bimetallic roll with diameter D = 
500mm ~ 1000mm at As/Ac = 0.4. Here, the analysis method and roll surface temperature are 
the same as the one in Figure 3. The center stress increases by 51% and the surface stress 
increases by 55% with increasing roll diameter. By contrast, the center stress increases by 13% 
and the surface stress increases 19% in the range of 600mm to 800mm of real roll. The results 
show that the roll diameter has a significant effect on the residual stress. However, the center 
stress decreases when D = 900mm ~ 1000mm. However, it can be found that the most of the 
maximum residual stress in the core occur at r = d/2. The maximum residual stress is important 
for the evaluation of the roll strength. Therefore, we focus on this stress instead of the stress in 
the center. The stress at r = d/2 is shown in the solid circle ● in the Figure 2-13. It is seen that 
representative stress at r = d/2 increases with increasing roll diameter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-13 Distributions of residual stress σz of bimetallic roll for different roll diameter when 
As/Ac=0.4 
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2.6.3 Effect of phase transformation on residual stress 
During quenching process, the pearlite transformation occurs in the core material and 
bainite transformation occurs in the shell material. Volume expansions of core and shell happen 
with the phase transformations. The amount of expansion in the phase transformation has a 
significant effect on the residual stress. Therefore, the effect of the expansion on the residual 
stress will be discussed. 
The solid lines in Figure 2-14 show the dilatometer curves of shell and core material during 
quenching process, which is obtained from dilatometer experiment. In order to analyze the effect 
of the expansion on the residual stress quantitatively, the dilatometer curve with half amount of 
expansion is assumed. As shown by dotted lines in Figure 2-14(a), the starting point of the half 
expansion curve is assumed along the middle point of the beginning and ending point of the real 
phase transformation. The gradient of the half expansion curve is assumed as the middle value of 
the curves gradient before and after phase transformation. It should be noted that the changes of 
the others material properties caused by this half dilatometer curves are assumed to be ignored. 
In the simulation, the effect of expansion is expressed by thermal expansion coefficient. Figure 
2-15 shows the thermal expansion coefficients used as the input data of FEM, which is calculated 
based on dilatometer curves. The thermal expansion coefficient with the half expansion of 
pearlite transformation is called half pearlite (Half P) as well as the half bainite (Half B). The 
real thermal expansion coefficients are called real pearlite (Real P) and real bainite (Real B). In 
FEM analysis, only the thermal expansion coefficient will be changed and the other parameters 
remain unchanged. 
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(a) Dilatometer curve of high speed steel     (b) Dilatometer curve of ductile casting iron 
Figure 2-14 Dilatometer curve of high speed steel and ductile casting iron during uniform 
heating quenching process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) High speed steel                     (b) Ductile casting iron 
Figure 2-15 Thermal expansion coefficient of high speed steel and ductile casting iron during 
uniform heating quenching process 
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The simulation is initially performed when the thermal expansion coefficients of shell and 
core material are changed together. Figure 2-16 shows the comparison of residual stress between 
Half P + Half B and Real P + Real B. The center stress increases by 24％ and the surface stress 
increases by 60％. The result shows that phase transformation has a significant effect on the 
residual stress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-16 Effect of half P + Half B on residual stress 
In order to clarify the distinct effect of pearlite transformation and bainite transformation, 
the half P and half B is performed independently. The two cases are performed: 1) Half P + Real 
B; 2) Real P + Half B. 
In the case of Half P + Real B, the center stress increases by 76％ and the surface stress 
increases by 41％. As shown in Figure 2-17, in the case of Half P, the center stress decreases by 
only half compared with the result of Real P. In addition, the tensile state of the surface is 
released because the expansion value of core material decreases. Therefore, the surface stress 
obviously decreases compared with the result of Real P at the ending of the pearlite 
transformation. As a result, the center tensile stress and the surface compressive stress obviously 
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increases in the case of Half P + Real B. The results show that the pearlite transformation 
contributes to decreasing the residual stress. 
In the case of Real P + Half B, the center stress decreases by 40％ and the surface stress 
decreases by 33％. As shown in Figure 2-18, the stresses of center and surface are the same as 
the results of Real P + Real B before the bainite transformation. Since the surface stress is in 
tensile state when bainite transformation happens, the expansion will intensify this state and the 
surface stress will increase. Therefore, the tensile stress will decrease with decreasing expansion. 
In the case of Real P + Half B, the surface stress only increases by half compared with the result 
of Real P + Real B. As a result, the center tensile stress and the surface compressive stress 
obviously decreases in the case of Real P + Half B. The results show that bainite transformation 
results in increasing of residual stress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Half P + Real B and Real P + Half B          (b) Initial of quenching process 
Figure 2-17 Difference effects of Half P + Real B and Real P + Half B 
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2.6.4 Effect of material’s heat treatment on residual stress 
Material property depends on heat treatment as well as the temperature. To ensure the 
simulation accuracy, the material properties should be distinguished in the heating process from 
room temperature and in the cooling process from TStart. The tensile test of the cooling process 
from TStart has been described in Chapter 2.3.2.1, and the heating process from room temperature 
is described as follows. The specimens were heated up to temperature testing temperature from 
room temperature with the speed of 500℃/h and kept at this temperature for 20 minutes. The 
testing temperature of heating process includes room temperature, and 100 ~ TStart at the interval 
of 100℃.  
In Figure 2-18, the stress-strain curves of the shell material at 600℃ are compared after 
heating from room temperature and cooling from TStart. Here, σ0 is the maximum stress 
corresponding to 𝜀=0.65% of the shell material at 600℃ after heating process from room 
temperature. In Figure 2-18 the maximum stress difference reaches 67% between the two heat 
treatment processes. It is found that the heat treatment significantly affects material mechanical 
property. The specimens were prepared from the shell of the roll that was quenched and 
tempered. The stress-strain curve indicated as “After heating process” in Figure 2-18 was 
obtained from the tensile test specimens after heated up to 600℃ from room temperature. In this 
case, although the specimens are tempered, the strength is not very much smaller than the 
strength under room temperature. On the other hand, the stress-strain curve indicated as “After 
cooling process” in Figure 2-18 was obtained from the tensile test specimens after heated up and 
cooled down from TStart (about 1000℃) to 600℃ by using the same cooling speed of roll 
quenching. In this case, since the specimens are quenched, the material strength is similar to the 
strength of austenite state and therefore much smaller than the strength of “After heating process” 
in Figure 2-18. 
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Figure 2-18 Stress - strain curves for the shell material at 600℃ after heating process from room 
temperature and cooling process from TStart 
 
Figure 2-19 shows the contours of residual stress σz after quenching. At the central cross 
section, the maximum compressive stress appears at the surface and the maximum tensile stress 
occurs at the center independent of the roll neck. Significant difference can be seen due to the 
data difference between cooling process form TStart and heating process from room temperature. 
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Figure 2-20 shows the distribution of σz at z=0. By using the cooling process data, the 
center stress decreases by 15% and the surface stress decreases by 27%. The residual stresses 
obtained from the cooling process data are similar to the results of HSS roll with the alloyed steel 
shaft.[33] Therefore, the necessity of cooling process data to the simulation is verified. However, 
the tensile stress of 368MPa at the center and the compressive stress of 510MPa at the surface 
are still larger than the previous result. In Figure 2-20, σz at the roll center reaches 430MPa, 
which is larger than the yield stress 415MPa given in Table 2. However, Mises equivalent stress 
at the same point is only 289MPa, which is smaller than the yield stress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-20 Distributions of residual stress σz obtained from heating process from room 
temperature and cooling process from TStart 
2.7 Conclusions 
In this Chapter, FEM analysis is performed to predict the residual stress generated during 
uniform quenching for bimetallic work rolls using for hot strip rolling. The generation 
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The results of the current study can be summarized as follows. 
(1) Predicting the residual stress of the bimetallic roll during quenching is realized by FEM 
simulation efficiently with lower cost and higher accuracy compared with experimental 
measurement. After quenching, the compressive stress appears at the shell while the tensile stress 
appears at the core. 
(2) The effect of shell-core ratio on the residual stress is very small. The center stress 
increases only by 2% and the surface stress is almost unchanged with increasing As/Ac from 0.4 
to 0.6.  
(3) The roll diameter has a significant effect on the residual stress. The center stress 
increases by 13% and the surface stress increases by 19% with increasing the diameter from 
D=600mm to D=800mm. However, the center stress decreases with increasing from D=900 to 
D=1000mm.   
(4) Phase transformation has a significant effect on the residual stress. Pearlite 
transformation contributes to decreasing the stress, while bainite transformation leads to 
increasing of stress. 
(5) Material properties depend on the heat treatment as well as the temperature. Therefore, 
by using the cooling process data, the center residual stress decreases by 15% and the surface 
residual stress decreases by 27% compared with the results by using the heating process data. 
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Chapter 3  
Usefulness of Non-Uniform Heating and Quenching Method for Residual 
Stress of Bimetallic Roll 
3.1 Introduction 
During hot rolling process, thermal stresses are caused by a cyclic sequence of heating – 
cooling over the roll surface due to hot strip contact and water cooling [1-4], resulting in thermal 
crack initiation named firecrack at the roll surface. If severe thermal tensile stress has been added 
under the rolling trouble, the thermal crack starts to propagate. Therefore, suitable compressive 
stresses are necessary for preventing the thermal crack extension [5]. However, the tensile 
residual stress always appears at the roll center to balance the surface compressive residual stress. 
Under the combined action of thermal stress and residual stress, another form of roll fracture is 
known as thermal barrel breakage. This thermal breakage was originating near to the roll center 
and breaking out to the barrel surface [6-8]. The residual tensile stress affects the thermal 
breakage because if the total tensile stress exceeds the strength of core material, a sudden 
thermal breakage happens. Decreasing the center tensile stress is therefore desirable to reduce 
the risk of fracture from the roll center. Since the residual stress can be controlled by the heat 
treatment, an appropriate quenching process has been required to improve bimetallic roll quality.  
Although previous studies treated the quenching process for HSS bimetallic roll, they 
mainly focused on the quenching temperature affecting the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of material [9-11]. For example, the previous experimental results shows that the 
hardness of HSS roll increases with increasing the quenching temperature and the hardness 
decreases when the temperature exceeds 1040℃. However, no detail studies are available for the 
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effect of quenching process on the residual stress. Therefore, in our previous study, the residual 
stress simulation was performed for quenching of bimetallic rolls after the roll was heated up 
uniformly [12]. Then, the generation mechanism and distribution of residual stress were 
investigated. Also, the effects of the shell-core ratio, diameter, phase transformation and material 
heat treatment process on the residual stress were discussed. However, the effects of creep 
behavior and thermal stress on residual stress of bimetallic rolls have not yet been considered in 
the previous study.   
In this chapter, the simulation will be performed for quenching after non-uniform heating, 
which is a different quenching method recently developed and widely used for bimetallic rolls 
[13-15]. Although the previous studies referred the residual stress due to this quenching after 
non-uniform heating, the detail effect on the residual stress generation has not been discussed yet. 
Therefore, in this study, the usefulness of this method for the residual stress will be investigated 
for bimetallic rolls. The stress relaxation caused by creep behavior will be also considered. Then, 
the results will be compared with the results of quenching after uniform heating. The effect of 
non-uniform heating on the residual stress of HSS bimetallic roll will be clarified through the 
comparison. The results will be useful for determining an appropriate quenching process of HSS 
bimetallic rolls. 
3.2. Quenching after non-uniform heating  
Figure 3-1 illustrates the non-uniform heating quenching process in comparison with Figure 
3-2, which illustrates the uniform heating quenching process.  In the uniform heating process, 
the whole roll is heated up to the higher temperature equaling to TStart before the quenching 
process. In the non-uniform heating process, the whole roll is heated up to the uniform lower 
temperature of THeat and kept at THeat for some hours, then rapidly heated up to TStart as the 
non-uniform heating before quenching. This rapid heating provides temperature difference 
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between the roll surface and roll center. The quenching processes after non-uniform heating and 
uniform heating are similar, but the keeping temperature TKeep1＞ TKeep2. The quenching process 
after non-uniform heating quenching can be described in the following way.  
The roll is put out from the heating furnace and cooled down rapidly from TStart by using the 
spray cooling. After rapid cooling, the roll is maintained for several hours when the surface 
temperature drops to TKeep1. Here, keeping TKeep1 is beneficial to relaxing the excessive thermal 
stresses caused by rapid surface cooling. After keeping TKeep1, the roll is put out from the furnace 
and slowly cooled down in air until to TFinish. Since the tempering process has not been 
performed, these residual stresses just after quenching process are called middle residual stresses. 
After quenching process, usually the tempering process will be performed 2 to 4 times to release 
the residual stress and obtained the stable microstructure.  
Compared with the uniform heating quenching, the advantages of non-uniform heating 
quenching can be summarized in the following way.  
 ○1  The quenching temperature of the core material is lower than 900℃，which contributes 
to prevent material deterioration induced by excessive heating.  
○2  The experience shows that the center residual stress can be reduced when center 
temperature is lower than surface temperature during pre-heating process.  
○3  The material microstructure can be fined and a few martensitic structures can be 
produced due to the rapid cooling rate of quenching. As a result, a hard shell is obtained to 
improve the impact strength and strength of roll during the hot rolling. 
○4 The pre-heating time is shortened by using non-uniform heating method, which 
contributes to energy saving. 
○5 The quenching time is also shortened as well as pre-heating time by using the 
non-uniform heating quenching, which contributes to shorten the operation time of high 
temperature. 
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Figure 3-1 Non-uniform heating and quenching process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2 Uniform heating and quenching process 
3.3 Analysis method and FEM modeling 
3.3.1 FEM model 
As shown in Figure 3-3, the roll diameter is 660mm, body length is 1600mm and shell 
thickness is 60mm, consisting of the high speed steel as shell and the ductile casting iron as core 
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and roll neck. As shown in the Figure 3-4, the analysis method and FEM model during 
non-uniform heating quenching process are similar to the one during uniform heating quenching 
process. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-3 Dimension of the HSS bimetallic roll (mm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4 FEM analysis of bimetallic roll during non-uniform heating quenching process 
3.3.2 Material properties of the bimetallic roll during non-uniform heating quenching 
Similarly to the analysis of residual stress during uniform heating quenching process, a 
large amount of material properties of the bimetallic roll are also necessary for the analysis of 
residual stress during non-uniform heating quenching process. Since the rapid heating process is 
considered during non-uniform heating process, the material properties of Young’s modulus, 
thermal expansion coefficients and shell stress-strain curves during rapid heating process are 
measured to ensure the analysis accuracy as shown in Figure 3-5. The others material properties 
during rapid heating process are the same as that during uniform heating quenching process as 
shown in Figure 2-7. The material properties during the quenching after rapid non-uniform 
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heating are the same as that during quenching after uniform heating process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Young’s modulus                    (b) Thermal expansion coefficient 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    (c) Stress-strain curves of high speed steel 
Figure 3-5 Material properties dependent on temperature for high speed steel and ductile casting   
iron during the rapid heating process 
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3.4 Summary of residual stress due to uniform heating quenching 
In the Chapter 3, the residual stress of bimetallic roll with diameter 600mm was discussed 
for the quenching process after conventional uniform heating. However, for the non-uniform 
heating quenching, the roll diameter changes into 660mm according to the requirement of the 
company. Therefore, the results of bimetallic roll with diameter 660mm for the uniform heating 
quenching is firstly summarized to easily compared with results of non-uniform heating 
quenching. Figure 3-6 shows (a) temperature histories and (b) stress σz histories at the surface 
and center under uniform heating quenching process. The residual stresses for the uniform 
heating quenching process can be summarized in the following way for heating process ○A  and 
quenching process ○B ○C ○D ○E .    
In the heating process○A , the whole roll is slowly heated up to uniform temperature of TStart 
in Figure 3-6. The stress does not appear since the temperature gradient is small enough between 
the surface and center during the heating process.  
In the process○B  at the beginning of the cooling, the tensile stress appears at the surface due 
to rapid surface cooling. Then, the center thermal contraction becomes larger than that at the 
surface, leading to the center stress changes from compression to tension. As a result, tensile 
stress at the surface reaches peak values then turn to opposite direction. As center temperature 
dropping to the temperature TPearlite in Figure 3-6, pearlite transformation (expansion) happens 
near the shell/core boundary at time t1and expands toward the center (see ○p  from t1 to t3 in 
Figure 3-6(b)). In this period, the center is shrunk relative to the other parts of the core which 
expanded gradually due to pearlite transformation. Hence, the compressive stress at the center 
decreases until becomes tensile stress.   
In the process○C , the tensile stress reverses to compressive stress rapidly when the pearlite 
transformation reaches to the center. After the pearlite transformation, the compressive stress at 
the center decreases until becomes tensile stress due to the larger temperature change at the 
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center(see ○t  from t3 to t4 in Figure 3-6(b)). Then, the surface stress state interchanges from 
tension to compression, and the center stress state interchanges from compression to tension. 
These stress states are kept until the end of keeping process. 
In the process○D , at the beginning of TKeep2, both stresses at the center and surface increase 
due to the roll is transferred into holding furnace and the surface temperature slightly increases. 
After surface temperature reaching the stable temperature of Tkeep2 in Figure 3-6, the stresses at 
the surface and the center decrease gradually because of the decreasing of temperature gradient.  
In the process○E , bainite transformation occurs at the surface, causing a volume expansion 
and the surface compressive stress increasing. To balance the increase of surface stress, the 
center tensile stress also increases. After the bainite phase transformation, the thermal 
contraction difference becomes larger and Young’s modulus increases with decreasing 
temperature. Eventually, both surface and center residual stresses increase continuously. 
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○A  High-uniform temperature period；○B  Rapid surface cooling period 
○C  Core material phase transformation period；○D  Keeping temperature period 
○E  Furnace cooling and shell material phase transformation period 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Stress σz histories at center and surface 
○p  Effect of pearlite transformation; ○t  Effect of temperature decreasing 
Figure 3-6 Histories of temperature and stress during non-uniform heating quenching process 
 
Figure 3-7 shows the residual stress distributions of the component σz, σr, σθ and Mises 
stress σeq after uniform heating quenching. Similarly to the results of bimetallic roll with 
diameter of 600mm shown in Figure 2-10, it is seen that the tensile stress σz=388MPa is much 
larger than the stress σeq=269MPa at the roll center, and other stresses σθ, σr are much smaller 
around the center. The maximum stress σz = 388MPa is close to the tensile strength 415MPa 
indicated in Table 2-2 and risky for roll thermal barrel breakage if thermal tensile stress is added 
during hot rolling process. 
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Figure 3-7 Residual stress distribution after uniform heating quenching process 
3.5 Residual stress during non-uniform heating quenching 
Figure 3-8 shows (a) temperature histories and (b) stress σz histories at the surface and 
center under non-uniform heating quenching process. The residual stress during non-uniform 
heating quenching process can be explained in the following way.  
In the process ○A  of non-uniform heating, the whole roll is heated up to THeat and kept at 
THeat for several hours. After that, as shown in Figure 3-8(a), the roll is rapidly heated up before 
the roll surface temperature reaches TStart. During this rapid heating process, the surface 
temperature rises faster than the center temperature, causing the compressive stress at the surface 
and causing the tensile stress at the center. When surface temperature is heated up to the 
temperature TAustenite in Figure 3-8(a), the austenite transformation occurs at the surface. The 
volume shrinkage due to the austenite transformation leads to the compressive stress decreases 
until becomes tensile stress at the surface as shown in ○a  in Figure 3-8(b). However, since the 
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becomes compressive stress immediately. After austenite transformation, since the temperature 
difference between the surface and core becomes smaller, the compressive stress at the surface 
decreases and the tensile stress at the center also decrease. 
In the processes○B ○C , due to the rapid cooling of surface temperature, the larger peak tensile 
stress appears at the roll surface (see○b  in Figure 3-8(b)). Similarly to the pearlite transformation 
during uniform heating quenching (see ○p  in Figure 3-7(b)), the compressive stress at the center 
firstly decreases and then increases (see ○p  from t1 to t3 in Figure 3-8(b)). However, the center 
stress is always in compression during pearlite transformation. After the pearlite transformation, 
the compressive stress at the center decreases slightly (see ○t  from t3 to t4 in Figure 3-8(b)). 
In the process○D  the roll is transferred into holding furnace resulting in surface temperature 
rising. As a result, surface stress moves from tension to compression. To balance the surface 
stress, the center compressive stress decreases. The temperature gradient decreases gradually 
during the keeping process at TKeep1, and both of tensile stress and compressive stress are slightly 
changed.  
In the process○E , after the keeping period at TKeep1, the roll is transferred out holding 
furnace and cooled in air. The surface temperature is dropped fast, causing temperature gradient 
increasing. As a result, compressive stress at the center decreases until becomes to tensile stress, 
and compressive stress at the surface increases. Similar to the bainite transformation during 
uniform heating quenching, volume expansion occurs at roll surface and the stress reverses from 
tension to compression. Meanwhile, the center compressive stress decreases to balance the 
surface stress. 
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(a) Temperature histories at the center and surface 
○A  Rapid surface heating period; ○B Rapid surface cooling period; 
○C  Core material phase transformation period; ○D  Keeping temperature period 
○E  Air cooling and shell material phase transformation period 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Stress σz histories at the center and surface 
○a  Austenite transformation;  ○b  Peak tensile residual stress at the surface 
Figure 3-8 Histories of temperature and stress during non-uniform heating quenching process 
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Figure 3-9 shows the residual stress distributions of the components σz, σr, σθ, σeq after 
non-uniform heating quenching. All stress components σz, σr, σθ are compressive at the center.  
The maximum tensile stress σz=216MPa at r=200mm in Figure 3-9 is much smaller than the 
maximum σz =388MPa at the roll center in Figure 3-7. Those residual stress distributions are 
useful for reducing the risk of fracture. Since σz is larger than other stress components, σz will be 
mainly discussed in the following sections. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-9 Residual stress distribution after uniform heating quenching process 
3.6 Comparison of residual stress between non-uniform heating quenching 
and uniform heating quenching process 
Figure 3-10 shows stress distributions σz along the central cross section where z=0. It is 
seen that the residual stress distributions are quite different depending on the non-uniform and 
uniform heating methods. The maximum tensile stress of the non-uniform heating appears near 
the shell/core boundary since the center stress decreases by (388) - (-58) = 446MPa compared 
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with the one of uniform heating. Although the surface compressive stress is smaller for the 
non-uniform heating quenching, the value looks large enough to prevent the thermal crack. The 
results show that the non-uniform heating quenching is useful for reducing the risk of roll 
fracture by providing sufficient compressive stresses at the roll surface as well as smaller tensile 
stresses at the roll center.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-10 Comparison of residual stress distributions σz due to quenching after non-uniform 
and uniform heating 
In this paper, as shown in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, two aspects will be focused in order 
to explain why the center stress can be reduced in non-uniform heating quenching. One is the 
pearlite transformation effect in ○p  and temperature effect in ○t  before keeping TKeep1 and 
TKeep2(see Figure 3-11), and the other is the cooling effect after keeping TKeep1 and TKeep2 (see 
Figure 3-12).  
Figure 3-11 shows the residual stress distributions σz during the period ○B  and ○C  at t1 ~ t4 
indicated in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-8. Here , t1 is the beginning time of pearlite transformation 
at shell/core boundary, t2 is the beginning time of pearlite transformation at roll center, t3 is the 
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ending time of pearlite transformation at the roll center, t4 is the beginning time of keeping 
process.  
At t1, the tensile stress appears at shell and compressive stress appears at core after the rapid 
cooling for two kinds of quenching. Since the higher surface cooling speed in non-uniform 
heating quenching, the tensile stress and compressive stress is larger than that in uniform heating 
quenching.  
At t2, the pearlite transformation occurs at shell/core boundary, therefore, the compressive 
stresses near to the boundary increase and the compressive stresses near to the center decrease. 
From t1 to t2, the center stress change is (-106) - (-157) = 51MPa in non-uniform heating 
quenching and it change is (80) - (-108) = 188MPa in uniform heating quenching. The center 
compressive stress change is much smaller in non-uniform heating quenching compared with the 
stress in uniform heating quenching. This is because the center cooling speed in non-uniform 
heating quenching is lower than that in uniform heating quenching.  
At t3, the pearlite transformation occurs at center, therefore, the center compressive stresses 
increase. From t2 to t3, the center stress change is (-253) - (-106) = -147MPa in non-uniform 
heating quenching and it changes (-78) - (80) = -158MPa in uniform heating quenching. The 
center compressive stress changes are very close from t2 to t3.  
From t3 to t4, the center stress change is (-232) - (-253) = 21MPa in non-uniform heating 
quenching and the change is (130) - (-78) = 208MPa in uniform heating quenching. The center 
compressive stress change is much smaller in non-uniform heating quenching compared with the 
change in uniform heating quenching. This is also because the center cooling speed in 
non-uniform heating quenching is lower than that in uniform heating quenching. It may be 
concluded that the center stress for non-uniform heating quenching increases slightly before and 
after pearlite transformation and causing the smaller residual stress at the center. 
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(a) Uniform heating and quenching         (b) Non-uniform heating and quenching 
   Figure 3-11 Stress distribution σz during ○B  and ○C  before keeping process 
               (Time t1 ~ t4 is indicated in Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-8) 
Figure 3-12 shows the stress distribution σz at the central cross section where z=0 after 
bainite transformation when the surface temperature is 400℃, 300℃ and 200℃. In the case of 
uniform heating quenching, the core stress distribution shifts to the tension side with decreasing 
the temperature without changing the distribution shape. In a similar way, the shell stress 
distribution shifts to the compressive side with decreasing the temperature without changing the 
distribution shape. The stress gap at the shell-core boundary becomes smaller with decreasing the 
temperature. In the case of non-uniform quenching, the stress distributions shift without 
changing the distribution shape in a similar way. Moreover, the center stress change is (336) - 
(138) = 198MPa and surface stress change is (-435) - (-13) = -422MPa in surface temperature 
ranges from 400℃ to 200℃ for uniform heating quenching. Similarly, the center stress change 
is (-94) - (-281) = 197MPa and surface stress change is (-353) - (76) = -429MPa for non-uniform 
heating quenching. The amounts of center compressive stress changes are very close. It may be 
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concluded that the final shape of stress distribution is mainly depending on the cooling process 
before keeping temperature TKeep1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Uniform heating and quenching 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       (b) Non-uniform heating and quenching 
Figure 3-12 Stress distribution σz after keeping process when the surface temperature is 200℃, 
300℃ and 400℃ 
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3.7 Roll center fracture named thermal barrel breakage may be prevented by 
non-uniform heating quenching 
During the hot rolling process, the roll surface temperature becomes 800℃ due to the 
contact of hot rolled material, then the roll is rapidly cooled down by water cooling. This 
repeated temperature changes may cause thermal fatigue cracks at the roll surface. On the other 
hand, thermal barrel breakage may occur at the beginning of the rolling. This thermal barrel 
breakage is related to the maximum temperature difference between the roll center and 
sub-surface. This temperature difference initiates thermal stresses which are superimposed on the 
existing residual stresses in the roll. In Ref[8], A temperature difference 70°C causes additional 
thermal stresses about 110Mpa.  
It is known that the roll temperature distribution has a sharp thermal gradient near to the roll 
surface because of the existence of thermal skin layer [3, 17]. The depth of the thermal skin layer 
can be estimated about only 1％ of the radius. For this reason, the temperature of sub-surface 
about 1mm below the surface beyond the thermal skin layer should be considered as the base 
surface temperature. The temperature distribution between the sub-surface and the center can be 
approximated by the linear distribution as shown in reference [3]. It was confirmed that a linear 
temperature distribution provides the larger stress at the roll center compared with the real 
thermal stress. In other words, a linear temperature distribution between the sub-surface and 
center can be used to evaluate the thermal stress safely. At the initial hot rolling process the 
maximum temperature difference has been reported as the sub-surface temperature is 70℃[19] 
and the roll center temperature is 40℃[20]. To verify the usefulness of non-uniform heating and 
quenching method, those data will be applied to the thermal stress analysis in this study. 
In Figure 3-10 the thermal stress caused by temperature difference is also indicated as the 
dashed line. The thermal stress is calculated by using the FEM simulation. The FEM model is 
the same as the bimetallic roll as shown in Figure 3-4. The linear temperature distribution 
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between the sub-surface and center is applied to the model. The required material properties 
including Young’s modulus E(EHSS and EDCI), thermal expansion coefficient α(HSS, DCI)and 
Poisson’s ratio  (HSS, DCI) are given as the material properties at room temperature. Since the 
residual stresses at the core has a higher fracture risk than the shell, the thermal stress is 
considered to be added to the existing residual stress at the core. 
As shown in Figure 3-10, in the uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress σz 
becomes 388+43=431MPa at the roll center by combining the residual and thermal stresses. In 
the non-uniform heating quenching, the combined stress σz is  (-58)+43= -15MPa at the roll 
center and the maximum stress σz is 216+(-6)=210MPa near the boundary.  
To discuss the risk of the roll center fracture, the safety factor is defined as σB/σz from the 
tensile strength σB and the axial stress σz. In the non-uniform heating quenching, we have |σ𝐵 ∕
σ𝑧
𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟|=27.67 at the roll center and σ𝐵 ∕ σ𝑧
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒=1.98 near the boundary. They are quite 
larger and therefore safer than the value σ𝐵 ∕ σ𝑧
𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟=1.04 in the uniform heating quenching. 
To ensure the safety, it is empirically known that the safety factor σB/σz ≥1.2 is required in 
the roll design. In the uniform heating quenching, the value σ𝐵 ∕ σ𝑧
𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟=1.04 is much smaller 
than the required safety factor σB/σz ≥1.2. On the other hand, in the non-uniform heating, the 
safety factor σ𝐵 ∕ σ𝑧
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒=1.98 at the most dangerous point is larger enough than the required 
safety factor σB/σz ≥1.2. Therefore, it may be concluded that the roll safety can be significantly 
improved by using non-uniform heating quenching method. 
In the above thermal stress analysis, the assumed residual stress was obtained from the 
analysis just after quenching process. However, it is known that the actual residual stress may 
decrease by 30% through the tempering process repeated 2-4 times. Assuming by 30% reduction 
in the uniform heating quenching, the center residual stress σz becomes 272MPa due to the 
tempering. Then, we have σ𝐵 ∕ σ𝑧
𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 =1.32 satisfying the safety condition σB/σz ≥1.2. 
Therefore, the roll safety is also assured in uniform heating quenching under the roll cooling 
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system without troubles. It may be concluded that the roll safety is guaranteed more easily in the 
non-uniform heating quenching than in the uniform heating quenching. 
3.8 Conclusions 
In this paper, FEM simulation of non-uniform heating quenching for bimetallic roll was 
performed to predict the residual stress distribution. The residual stresses were compared 
between uniform heating quenching and non-uniform heating quenching. Moreover, the creep 
effect on the residual stress has been discussed. The results of the current study can be 
summarized as follows.  
(1) By using non-uniform heating quenching method, the maximum tensile stress in the 
core appears near the shell/core boundary, the center stress decreases by 446MPa and the 
maximum tensile stress decreases by 44%. However, the compressive stress at the surface is 
almost unchanged. It may be concluded that non-uniform heating quenching is useful for 
reducing the risk of roll failure known as thermal barrel breakage by decreasing the center tensile 
stress without decreasing the surface compressive stress. 
(2) The center stress increases slightly for non-uniform heating quenching before and after 
pearlite transformation and therefore the smaller residual stress appears at the center. Then, the 
core stress distribution shifts to the tension side with decreasing the temperature without 
changing the distribution shape. Similarly, the shell stress distribution shifts to the compressive 
side with decreasing the temperature without changing the distribution shape.  
(3) The thermal stress calculated by considering temperature difference between the 
sub-surface and the center is simulated and added to residual stress. It may be concluded that the 
roll safety is guaranteed more easily in the non-uniform heating quenching than in the uniform 
heating quenching. 
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Chapter 4  
Effect of Creep behavior and Tempering Process on Residual Stress 
Reduction for Bimetallic Roll  
4.1 Introduction 
Creep can be defined as a time-dependent deformation at elevated temperature under a 
constant stress. Stress relaxation can be defined as a decrease in stress under constant strain. 
Those two are closely associated important phenomena which should be considered in the design 
of engineering components [1-4]. In the previous studies, although many papers deal with the 
residual stress distribution when the small steel is quenched, there are few reports comparing 
residual stress reducetion for the large rolling rolls between after quenching and after tempering 
[5-9]. And in addition, the residual stress reduction considering creep behavior during quenching 
and tempering is fewly studied in detail.  
In this chapter, the FEM simulation which can predict the residual stress distribution 
considering the creep and tempering process was established. First, the creep test was done using 
the material cut from core material of bimetallic roll, and the creep formula of core material was 
clarified. Next, comparison of the experimental and numerical analysis values of the residual 
stress relaxation were compared between FEM result and experiment result. At the last, the stress 
reduction after quenching and tempering process was compared considering the creep.  
4.2 Creep analysis 
The creep effect looks small in the region ○B  ○C  because the temperature changes quite 
largely as well as the stress. Also, in the region ○E  the creep effect looks small because of the 
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lower temperature. Therefore, the creep analysis is applied to the keeping process ○D  where the 
roll is put at relatively high temperature for several hours. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Non-uniform heating quenching        (b) Uniform heating quenching 
           Figure 4-1 Temperature histories of bimetallic during quenching process 
In the creep analysis, the transient creep strain also should be considered as well as the 
steady creep strain. Among several equations available for creep analyses, the time hardening 
law, sometimes called power law, is used to express the core material which has low strength 
under high temperature [10]. It should be noted that the creep should be considered in a short 
hours ○D  for the roll quenching compared to the common creep analysis. The core creep can be 
given as Equation (1).  
ε𝑐 = A𝜎
𝑚𝑡𝑛                                    (1) 
where ε𝑐 is the transient strain, 𝜎  is stress, t is time,  A, m and n are temperature 
dependent material constants. This time hardening formulation is used to predict the creep 
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behavior under a variable stress history. In order to determine constants A, m and n, the creep 
tests are performed. 
4.3 Creep and stress relaxation test 
4.3.1 Creep test  
As shown in Figure 4-2, the creep testing was conducted by using a miniature creep rupture 
testing machinebased on JISZ2271 [11]. The specimens were prepared from core material as 
shown in Figure 4-3. Those specimens were respectively heated up to the testing temperatures, 
Tkeep1 and Tkeep2, and kept at theses temperatures during the testing process. Then, the creep tests 
were carried out by applying constant loads 100Mpa, 130MPa and 160MPa. The strain changes 
were recorded with time. The experiment results of creep strain at the Tkeep1 and Tkeep2 are shown 
in Figure 4-4. From the strain-time curves obtained, the creep equations can be written as shown 
in Equations (2) and (3) by using the caculation method in Reference [8]. 
                                              𝜀𝑐 = 2.25 × 10
−13𝜎3.44𝑡0.672(Tkeep1)                    (2) 
                     𝜀𝑐 = 8.38 × 10
−19𝜎5.71𝑡0.514(Tkeep2)                    (3)      
                                                                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2 Creep test of ductile casting iron 
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Figure 4-3 Specimen of the creep test (mm) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Creep strain depending on time at TKeep1   (b) Creep strain depending on time at TKeep2  
during the non-uniform heating quenching      during the uniform heating quenching 
Figure 4-4 Creep strain of ductile casting iron depending on time at TKeep1 and TKeep2 
4.3.2 Stress relaxation test  
As shown in Figure 4-5, the stress relaxation test was conducted for ductile casting iron. 
The specimens were prepared from the core material as shown in Figure 4-6. Those specimens 
were respectively heated up to the testing temperature, TKeep1 and TKeep2, and kept at theses 
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temperatures during the testing process. Then, the stress relaxation tests were carried out under 
the constant strain when the primary stress is 130MPa.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-5 Stress relaxation test of ductile casting iron 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-6 Specimen of the stress relaxation test (mm) 
4.3.3 Results and discussion for creep and stress relaxation 
It is known that creep behavior and stress relaxation are closely associated. The equation of 
stress relaxation can be written as Equation (4) based on the time hardening law [12].  
𝜎 =
𝜎0
[1+𝐴𝐸(𝑚−1)𝜎0
𝑚−1𝑡𝑛]1/(𝑚−1)
                         (4) 
To confirm the validity of Equations (2) and (3), the following stress relaxation testing was 
conducted. The FEM simulation of stress relaxation is performed to verify Equations (2), (3) in 
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Figure 4-7 in comparison with the experimental result at TKeep1 and TKeep2. The results show that 
the stress decreases by 69％ at Tkeep1 and by 38％ at Tkeep2. It can be found that the stress 
relaxation ratio is larger at high temperature (TKeep1) than relatively low temperature (TKeep2). The 
FEM results are in good agreement with the experiment results. It is confirmed that Equations 
(2), (3) are useful for predicting the creep effect on the residual stress. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-7 Comparison between FEM results and experimental results for stress relaxation 
4.4 Effect of creep behavior on residual stress  
Figure 4-8 shows the stress histories σz during the non-uniform heating quenching and 
uniform heating quenching processes. From the keeping process, it is seen that the center stresses 
decrease considering the creep behavior conpared with the results without consideing creep 
behavior. And in addition, the surface stresses are almost unchanged by considering creep in 
both quenching processes. After the keeping process, the center stress difference between the 
considering and without considering creep behavior is unchanged in in both quenching 
processes.   
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(a) Non-uniform heating quenching process        (b) Uniform heating quenching process 
Figure 4-8 Stress σz histories considering creep analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Non-uniform heating quenching process       (b) Uniform heating quenching process 
Figure 4-9 Effect of creep behavior on the residual stress 
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Figure 4-9 shows stress distribution σz along the central cross section where z=0 with and 
without considering creep. For non-uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the core 
decreases by 15％ from 216MPa to 185MPa and the center stress decreases from -58 MPa to 
-33 MPa by considering creep. For uniform heating quenching, the center stress decreases by 
8％ form 388MPa to 357MPa by considering creep. The stresses become uniformly distributed 
at the core no matter which quenching process (uniform or non-uniform) is considered during 
heating.  
Table 4-1 compares the keeping process between non-uniform heating quenching and 
uniform heating quenching including the stress relaxation ratio, keeping temperature, Mises 
stress σeq and keeping time. The non-uniform heating quenching has larger stress relaxation and 
larger Mises stress than uniform heating quenching. Among of these factors, the stress relaxation 
plays a dominant role on the final stress decrease. Because of this reason, as shown in Figure 
4-10, the creep effect for non-uniform heating quenching becomes larger than that for uniform 
heating quenching. 
Table 4-1 Comparison of keeping process between non-uniform heating quenching and uniform 
heating quenching 
 
 
 
 
4.5 Effect of tempering process on residual stress  
4.5.1 Tempering process for bimetallic roll 
Figure 4-10 illustrates the tempering processes after uniform heating quenching process and 
non-uniform heating quenching process. After quenching processes, the roll is slowly heated up 
Heat treatment Non-uniform Uniform 
Stress relaxation ratio (％) 69 38 
Keeping temperature (℃) TKeep1   ＞ TKeep2 
σeq at keeping temperature(MPa) 136 103 
Keeping time (h) 5.3 6 
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to TTemperting, and kept at TTemperting for several hours. Then, the roll is slowly cooled down to 
room temperature. In this study, the tempering process will be performed 2 times to release the 
residual stress and obtained the stable microstructure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Tempering process after non-uniform heating quenching process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Tempering process after uniform heating quenching process  
Figure 4-10 Tempering process after uniform heating quenching and non-uniform heating 
quenching processes of bimetallic roll 
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4.5.2 FEM analysis and material properties for bimetallic roll during tempering 
The FEM analysis method of tempering process is the same as that of quenching process. 
As shown in Figure 4-10, the roll surface temperature during tempering process is imposed to the 
roll surface. For the tempering process, only the material properties of high speed steel were 
measured. The materimal properties of ductile iron are the same as that during quenching process. 
The input data of material properties of high speed steel depending on temperature during 
tempering process are shown in Figure 4-11. 
 Figure 4-11(d) shows the dilatometer curve of high speed steel during tempering. It can be 
seen that volume expansion caused by martensite transformation during the cooling process. This 
curve was obtained by cutting out a specimen from the quenched HSS roll and measuring with a 
dilatometer. Thus, the obtained martensite transformation is indicated as 100%. However, it is 
known that the martensitic transformation will be suppressed by compressive residual stress[13]. 
Therefore, the effect of compressive stress of 300 to 500 MPa existing in the outer layer of the 
bimetallic roll on martensitic transformation should be taken into consideration. In this study, the 
extreme case is indicated as 0% that transformation does not occur at all during the cooling. 
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(b) Stress-strain during heating process       (c) Stress-strain during cooling process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) Dilatometer curve                 (e) Thermal expansion coefficient  
Figure 4-11 Material properties dependent on temperature for high speed steel during the 
tempering process 
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4.5.3 Creep analysis during tempering process 
Simaliarly to the creep analysis of quenching process, the creep is considered for the core 
material during the keeping process at TTempering. The experiment results of creep strain at the 
TTempering is shown in Figure 4-12. From the strain-time curves obtained, the creep equations can 
be written as shown in Equations (5). 
  𝜀𝑐 = 8.434 × 10
−16𝜎5.003𝑡0.4919(TTempering)                    (5) 
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Figure 4-12 Creep strain of ductile casting iron depending on time at TTempering 
4.5.4 Effect of tempering process on residual stress 
 Figure 4-13 shows stress distribution σz along the central cross section where z=0 after 
tempering process for non-uniform heating quenching and uniform heating quenching. It is seen 
that the tempering process sffectively reduces the maximum tensile residual stress at the roll core 
and keep large enough compressive residual stresss at the roll surface. In addition, the stresses 
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become uniformly distributed at the core no matter which tempering process (after uniform or 
non-uniform quenching) is considered during heating.  
For tempering process after non-uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the core 
decreases by 7％ from 187MPa to 173Mpa for martensite transformation 100％, and decreases 
by 25％ from 187MPa to 140Mpa for martensite transformation 0％.  
For tempering process after uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the core 
decreases by 24％ from 357MPa to 273Mpa for martensite transformation 100％, and decreases 
by 30％ from 357MPa to 246Mpa for martensite transformation 0％. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) Tempering process after non-uniform heating    (b) Tempering after uniform heating 
quenching process                        quenching process 
Figure 4-13 Effect of tempering process on the residual stress 
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4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, the numerical analysis method which can predict the residual stress 
reduction considering the creep behavior and tempering process was established. The residual 
stresses reduction were compared between uniform heating quenching and non-uniform heating 
quenching. Moreover, the tempering effect on the residual stress reduction has also been 
discussed. The results of the current study can be summarized as follows.  
 (1) The time hardening formulation calculated based on creep test data, is used to predict 
the effect of creep behavior on stress relaxation. The results show that the stress decreases by 
69％ at Tkeep1 and by 38％ at Tkeep2.   
(2) For non-uniform heating quenching, by considering creep, the maximum tensile stress at 
the core decreases by 15％ from 216MPa to 185MPa and the center tensile stress decreases 
from -58 MPa to -33 Mpa. For uniform heating quenching, by considering creep, the center 
stress decreases by 8％ form 388MPa to 357Mpa. 
(3) For tempering process after non-uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the 
core decreases by 7％ from 187MPa to 173Mpa for martensite transformation 100％, and 
decreases by 25％ from 187MPa to 140Mpa for martensite transformation 0％.  
(4) For tempering process after uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the core 
decreases by 24％ from 357MPa to 273Mpa for martensite transformation 100％, and decreases 
by 30％ from 357MPa to 246Mpa for martensite transformation 0％. 
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Chapter 5  
Accuracy of Disk Method to Predict Roll Residual Stress by Measuring 
the Sliced Disk Stress 
5.1 Introduction 
In the chapter 2 and 3, different quenching methods were discussed through FEM 
simulation to produce suitable surface compressive residual stresses and reduce the center tensile 
residual stress. In real work rolls, however, the existence of suitable residual stress distribution 
should be confirmed experimentally.   
Over the years, different measuring methods have been developed for work rolls in order to 
confirm the roll residual stress distribution. Those methods are classified into destructive or 
non-destructive ones [1-7]. Destructive mechanical methods include deep hole-drilling method, 
ring core method, disk method and Sachs boring method. Non-destructive methods include 
X-ray diffraction method and Barkhausen magnetic method. However, the X-ray diffraction 
method and Barkhausen magnetic method are suitable only for measuring the surface regions 
and unsuitable for the interior regions of large rolls, as well as the hole-drilling method and 
ring-core method. The deep hole-drilling method and Sachs boring method can be used for 
measuring the residual stress from the center to surface for very large rolls although the deep 
hole-drilling method needs special facilities and the Sachs boring method is extremely time 
consuming. Therefore, the disk method has been developed as a convenient method because of 
the convenience only by measuring the stress of the disk cut out from the roll [8-11]. However, 
attention should be paid for the relation between the roll stress and the sliced disk stress. 
Since detailed studies are not available, in this paper, the accuracy of disk method will be 
discussed on the basis of FEM simulation. In the first place, the thermo-elastic analysis and 
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thermo-elastic-plastic analysis will be considered to verify the relation between the cylinder 
stress and the sliced disk stress with single material. Next, the thermo-elastic-plastic analysis is 
performed to investigate the relation between the bimetallic roll residual stresses and the sliced 
disk residual stresses under different quenching time. 
5.2 Disk method 
5.2.1 Outline of the disk method 
To evaluate the residual stress of the cylinder, the thin disk is sliced from the original 
cylinder around the middle portion as shown in Figure 5-1. In the first step, a disk with a 
thickness of about 30mm was cut out from the cylinder. During the disk-slicing process, 
circumferential and axial strains at the cylinder surface were recorded with the aid of strain 
gauges. Since the axial stress 𝜎𝑧
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 on the sliced disk is completely released, the remaining 
residual stresses in the sliced disk are in plane stress. Then, the sliced disk stresses 𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘and 
𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 will be obtained by using X-ray diffraction method or some other ways including ring 
slicing and crack compliance method. Finally, the cylinder stress 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 will be estimated by 
using the sliced disk stresses 𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 and 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘.  
5.2.2 Fundamental equations useful for calculating thermo-elastic stresses in circular 
cylinders and disks  
To calculate thermo-elastic stresses of the cylinder and disk, the following equations are 
available [12]. When a disk is subject to the temperature distribution T(r), the thermal stresses  
𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 and 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 are given by Eq. (1) (2). On the other hand, the cylinder stresses 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟  
𝜎𝑟
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 and 𝜎𝜃
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 are given by Eq. (3) (4) (5). 
σ𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 = 𝛼𝐸 (
1
𝑏2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑏
0
−
1
𝑟2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟
0
)                                  (1)  
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𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 = 𝛼𝐸 (−𝑇(r) +
1
𝑏2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑏
0
+
1
𝑟2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟
0
)                           (2)                  
σ𝑟
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 =
𝛼𝐸
1−𝜐
(
1
𝑏2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑏
0
−
1
𝑟2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟
0
) =
1
1−𝜐
𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘                     (3)                  
σ𝜃
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 =
𝛼𝐸
1−𝜐
(
1
𝑏2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑏
0
+
1
𝑟2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟
0
− 𝑇(r)) =
1
1−𝜐
𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘               (4)                   
𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 =
𝛼𝐸
1−𝜐
(
2𝜐
𝑏2
∫ 𝑇(r)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑏
0
− 𝑇(r)) = 𝜎𝜃
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝜎𝑟
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟                   (5)                  
From the above equations, the following relation between the disk stress and the cylinder 
stress under the same temperature distribution can be found as Eq. (6): 
𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 =
1
1−𝜐
(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)                                            (6) 
Where, b is the cylinder or disk radius, T(r) is the temperature distribution, E is the Young’s 
modulus, α is the thermal expansion coefficient and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-1 Schematic diagram of disk method 
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5.3 FEM model 
Assume bimetallic rolls with diameter of 600mm, body length of 1800mm and shell 
thickness of 75mm, which consist of the high speed steel (HSS) as the shell material and the 
ductile casting iron (DCI) as the core material.  
Figure 5-2 shows the FEM model and boundary conditions for the single material roll and 
bimetallic roll. Here, MSC.Marc 2012 software is used to carry out FEM analysis. A 4-node 
linear axisymmetric quad element with the mesh size of 5×5mm is adopted for the 
transient-static simulation. The displacement boundary conditions and thermal isolation 
conditions are applied to z=0 in Figure 5-2 due to the symmetry. In this study, the temperature 
distribution T(r) imposed to the cylinder for the thermo-elastic stress analysis and temperature is 
imposed to the roll surface for the thermo-elastic-plastic residual stress analysis during 
quenching.  
In this paper，the disk with the thickness of 30mm is cut out from the roll around the central 
section z=0. The disk cutting process is performed by using the deactivate element setting in the 
software MSC.Marc 2012. The element initial status of the sliced disk is set to activate and the 
rest elements are set to deactivate to simulate the disk cutting operation from the cylinder. First, 
the disk method is considered for the cylinder under the temperature distribution T(r) by using 
the DCI material properties of Young’s modulus, thermal expansion and Poisson’s ratio as 
shown in Figure 2-7 in Chapter 2. 
Then, the disk method is considered for the single material roll and the bimetallic roll under 
the different quenching time. Before cutting the disk, the roll residual stress can be obtained 
through the quenching process simulation. As shown in Figure 2-7(a)-(g) in Chapter 2, a large 
amount of material properties were experimentally measured under various temperatures and 
utilized as the input data of the quenching simulation.  
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(a) Single material roll 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Bimetallic roll 
Figure 5-2 FEM model and boundary conditions 
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5.4 Thermal stress and residual stress during quenching for single material 
roll 
5.4.1 Thermo-elastic stress for cylinder and disk 
 In the first place, the thermo-elastic analysis is performed for the cylinder and circular disk. 
Assume the cylinder center temperature Tc= T(0)=200℃, which often appears after the standard 
quenching.  Assume the cylinder surface temperature Ts=T(300)=800, which may produce the 
surface stress σ𝑧(300) ≅ −600 MPa often appearing at the surface after the standard 
quenching9,10). First, assume that all material data of DCI are independent of T(r) as shown in 
Table 2-2 for Young's modulus E, thermal expansion coefficient  α and Poisson's ratio ν.  
Figure 5-3 shows the stress distribution of the cylinder stresses  σ𝑖
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟(𝑖 = 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝑟) as the 
solid lines in comparison with the circular disk stresses σ𝑖
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝑖 = 𝜃, 𝑟)  as the dashed lines at 
z=0. The circular disk stress (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)  calculated from σ𝑖
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝑖 = 𝜃, 𝑟)  in 
Eq.(6) is also indicated as the dashed line. It is confirmed that the cylinder stress 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 
coincides with the circular disk stress (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν) as shown in Fig.5. In other 
words, the relation 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)  in Eq.(6) can be used for the 
thermo-elastic stress of the cylinder and circular disk. The same analysis is performed for the 3D 
cylinder and the 3D disk, which is cut out from the cylinder. Then, it is also confirmed the 
relation 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν) in Eq.(6) for the cylinder and sliced disk. 
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Figure 5-3 Thermo-elastic stresses of the cylinder and circular disk given by Eq.(1)-(5) 
assuming E=173GPa, α=1.3×10-5/K, ν＝0.3 are independent of temperature T(r) as shown in 
Table 2-2 (Tc=T(0)=200℃, Ts= T(300)=800℃) 
Next, assume that all material data of DCI are depending on temperature distribution T(r) as 
shown in Figure 2-7(a)-(c) for Young's modulus E, thermal expansion coefficient  α  and 
Poisson's ratio ν. Then, the thermo-elastic analysis is performed for the cylinder and the sliced 
disk when the temperature distribution is the same as above in Figure 5-3. The material is the 
same as DCI used in real roll. Figure 5-4 shows the stress distribution for the cylinder stresses 
σ𝑖
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟(𝑖 = 𝑧, 𝜃, 𝑟) as the solid lines in comparison with the sliced disk stresses σ𝑖𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝑖 =
𝜃, 𝑟) as the dashed lines at z=0. The sliced disk stress (𝜎𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν) calculated from 
σ𝑖
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘(𝑖 = 𝜃, 𝑟) in Eq.(6) is also indicated as the dashed line. Similarly to the results in Figure 
5-3, the cylinder stress 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 also coincides with the sliced disk stress (𝜎𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/
(1 − ν) as shown in Figure 5-4. Therefore, the relation 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν) 
in Eq.(6) is confirmed for the thermo-elastic stress of the cylinder and sliced disk even when the 
material properties are depending on the temperature T(r) as shown in Figure 2-7(a)-(c). 
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Figure 5-4 Thermo-elastic stresses of the cylinder and sliced disk assuming E = E(T), α = α(T), 
ν＝ν(T) are depending on temperature T(r) as shown in Fig.4(a), (b), (c) (Tc=T(0)=200℃, Ts= 
T(300)=800℃) 
5.4.2 Residual stress simulation during quenching for single material roll 
Next, the thermo-elastic-plastic analysis is performed for the single material roll before and 
after cutting out the circular disk from the roll considering phase transformation. The residual 
stress is controlled by the heat treatment condition. In order to investigate the effect of heat 
treatment on the residual stress, different quenching time is considered. As shown in Figure 5-5, 
several temperature changes are considered at the roll surface from 1000℃ to 100℃. Here，the 
different quenching time = 0.5, 1-7h corresponds to Here，the different quenching time = 0.5, 
1-7h is assumed considering the real roll quenching time. After the quenching process, the roll is 
kept at 100℃ until the uniform roll temperature is obtained. Here, the material properties of DCI 
are used as shown in Figure 2-7.  
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Figure 5-5 Quenching time of the roll surface 
Figure 5-6 shows the stress ratio 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)]  of the single 
material roll under the different quenching time. As shown in Figure 5-6(a), it is seen that the 
ratio varies in the range of 0.73-1.49 at r=0-100mm. At the roll center, the stress ratio increases 
with increasing quenching time t=0.5-7h. For the single material roll, the accuracy was discussed 
by varying the quenching time as shown in Figure 5-6(a). The disk method can be used for 
predicting the roll residual stress by considering the above amounts of accuracy.  
To clarify the effect of sliced disk thickness, FEM analysis is also performed to the disk 
thickness 90mm and compared to the results of 30mm. When the disk thickness is 90mm shown 
in Figure 5-5(b), the stress ratio 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] varies in the range of 
0.78-1.41 at r=0-100mm and becomes smaller by 6% compared with the results of the disk 
thickness 30mm. It is found that the disk thickness effect is small for the range 30-90mm. The 
disk thickness results 30mm and 90mm in this study are useful for considering 
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(a) Sliced disk thickness 30mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Sliced disk thickness 90mm 
Figure 5-6 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] of the single material roll under the different 
quenching time 
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5.5 Residual stress simulation for bimetallic rolls 
5.5.1 Residual stress simulation during quenching for bimetallic rolls 
Figure 5-7 shows the residual stress distribution 𝜎𝑧𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 of the bimetallic roll under the 
different quenching time in Fig.8. It is seen that both the center tensile stress and the surface 
compressive stress increases with decreasing the quenching time. This is because the maximum 
temperature difference between the surface and center increases with decreasing the quenching 
time. Figure 5-8 shows the equivalent plastic strain distribution ε𝑒𝑞  of the roll under the 
different quenching time in Fig.8. With decreasing the quenching time, the plastic strain ε𝑒𝑞 
becomes larger because the temperature difference between surface and center becomes larger. It 
is also seen that residual stresses in Figure 5-7 are closely related to the plastic strain in Figure 
5-8, and both stresses at the center and surface are increasing with increasing the plastic strain. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-7 Residual stress distributions 𝜎𝑧𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 of the bimetallic roll under the different quenching 
time 
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Figure 5-8 Plastic strain εeq of the bimetallic roll under the different quenching time 
5.5.2 Relation between the bimetallic roll stress and the sliced disk stress 
As shown in Figure 5-3, 5-4, 5-6, the relation between the roll stress 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 and the 
sliced disk stress (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν) for single material roll has been discussed. In this 
section, the relationship between the roll stress 𝜎𝑧
𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙 and the sliced disk stress (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/
(1 − ν) for the bimetallic roll will be discussed.  
Figure 5-9 shows the residual stress distributions 𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 and 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 of the sliced disk from 
the bimetallic roll. Figure 5-10 shows the stress ratio 𝜎𝑧
𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] of the 
bimetallic roll under the different quenching time. As shown in Fig.13, the ratio is larger than 1 
for the most cases and varies in the range 0.85-2.12 at r=0-100mm. In other words, the real roll 
stress 𝜎𝑧
𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙
  is usually larger than the sliced disk stress 𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = (𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν) 
as shown in Figure 5-10.For the bimetallic roll, the accuracy was discussed by varying the 
quenching time as shown in Fig.13. The disk method can be used for predicting the roll residual 
stress by considering the above amounts of accuracy. 
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(a) Residual stress distributions 𝜎𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘        (b) Stress distributions 𝜎𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 of quenching 
time = 2-7h 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Residual stress distributions 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘        (d) Stress distributions 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 of quenching 
time=2-7h 
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Figure 5-9 Residual stress distribution of the sliced disk under the different quenching time 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-10 𝜎𝑧𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙/[(𝜎𝑟𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] of bimetallic roll under the different quenching 
time 
5.6 Conclusions 
In real work rolls, it is necessary to confirm suitable residual stress distributions. In this 
paper, therefore, the accuracy of disk method was investigated on the basis of FEM simulation. 
The relation was discussed between the bimetallic roll residual stress and the sliced disk residual 
stress by varying the quenching time. The conclusions can be summarized in the following way.  
1. For the single material rolls it is confirmed that the thermo-elastic stress can be predicted 
exactly from the sliced disk from the relation  𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] as 
shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. 
2. For the single material rolls the thermo-elastic-plastic residual stress can be predicted by the 
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disk method by considering the error in the range  𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] = 
0.73-1.49 as shown in Figure 5-6. It is confirmed that the error is insensitive to the disk 
thickness. 
3. For the bimetallic roll the residual stress can be predicted by the disk method considering the 
accuracy in the range 𝜎𝑧
𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)]  = 0.85-2.12 as shown in Figure 
5-10.  
4. The disk method has been widely used for measuring the roll residual stress. However, the 
accuracy of this method has not been clarified yet. In this paper, therefore, the accuracy was 
discussed by varying the quenching time as shown in Figure 5-6 for the single material roll 
and shown in Figure 5-10 for the bimetallic roll. The disk method can be used for predicting 
the roll residual stress by considering the above amounts of accuracy. 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions of Present Study 
Bimetallic rolls are widely used in hot rolling mills because of excellent hardness, wear 
resistance and high temperature properties. During hot rolling process, thermal 
tensile-compressive stresses are caused by a cyclic sequence of heating – cooling over the roll 
surface due to hot strip contact and water cooling, resulting in thermal crack at the roll surface. 
Therefore, suitable compressive stresses are necessary for preventing the thermal crack extension. 
However, the tensile residual stress always appears at the roll center to balance the surface 
compressive residual stress. Under the combined action of thermal tensile stress and residual 
tensile stress at the roll center, another form of roll fracture known as thermal barrel breakage is 
originating near to the roll center and breaking out to the barrel surface. Therefore, keeping 
optimum surface compressive residual stress and minimizing the center tensile residual stress are 
desirable to reduce the risk of roll fracture and improve bimetallic roll using life. Since the 
residual stress can be controlled by the heat treatment, thus this thesis concentrated on the 
residual stress analysis of bimetallic roll during heat treatment. The conclusions can be 
summarized as follows. 
 
(1)  Chapter 1 gives the introduction of the high speed steel (HSS) bimetallic rolls used for hot 
strip rolling. The HSS bimetallic rolls were firstly developed in Japan and aroused great interest 
in hot rolling industrial over the word. In this chapter, the characteristics of the HSS rolls were 
introduced compared with the conventional single material rolls. An in addition, the development, 
applications and the different manufacture methods of the HSS rolls were briefly introduced. 
Then the issues of the research on residual stress in the rolling rolls were reviewed, and it’s 
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found that residual stress was mainly measured experimentally and there are only few papers 
concentrated on the analysis of residual stress for the large rolling rolls during the heat treatment. 
Then the research motivation and purpose of this thesis was introduced. 
 
(2)  Chapter 2 analyzes the residual stress of bimetallic roll during uniform heating quenching 
process. The residual stress generation mechanism and stress distribution during the uniform 
heating quenching process was investigated. Then, in order to obtain of the research purpose of 
keeping optimum surface compressive residual stress and minimizing the center tensile residual 
stress, the effects of the shell-core ratio, roll diameter, phase transformation and material heat 
treatment process on the residual stress are discussed. The conclusions can be summarized as 
follows. 
1) Predicting the residual stress of the bimetallic roll during quenching is realized by FEM 
simulation efficiently with lower cost and higher accuracy compared with experimental   
measurement. After quenching, the compressive stress appears at the shell while the 
tensile stress appears at the core. 
2) The effect of shell-core ratio on the residual stress is very small. The center stress 
increases only by 2% and the surface stress is almost unchanged with increasing As/Ac 
from 0.4 to 0.6.  
3) The roll diameter has a significant effect on the residual stress. The center stress 
increases by 13% and the surface stress increases by 19% with increasing the diameter 
from D=600mm to D=800mm. However, the center stress decreases with increasing 
from D=900 to D=1000mm.   
4) Phase transformation has a significant effect on the residual stress. Pearlite 
transformation contributes to decreasing the stress, while bainite transformation leads to 
increasing of stress. 
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5) Material properties depend on the heat treatment as well as the temperature. Therefore, 
by using the cooling process data, the center residual stress decreases by 15% and the 
surface residual stress decreases by 27% compared with the results by using the heating 
process data. 
 
(3)  Chapter 3 analyzes the residual stress of bimetallic roll during non-uniform heating 
quenching process. In this chapter, the residual stress simulation was preformed including rapid 
heating and quenching process. The residual stresses were compared between uniform heating 
quenching process and non-uniform heating quenching process. The reason of the center tensile 
residual stress reduction in non-uniform heating quenching was investigated. Then, the 
usefulness of non-uniform heating quenching decreasing the roll center tensile residual stress is 
discussed considering the thermal stress during hot rolling process. The conclusions can be 
summarized as follows. 
1) By using non-uniform heating quenching method, the maximum tensile stress in the core 
appears near the shell/core boundary, the center stress decreases by 446MPa and the maximum 
tensile stress decreases by 44%. However, the compressive stress at the surface is almost 
unchanged. It may be concluded that non-uniform heating quenching is useful for reducing the 
risk of roll failure known as thermal barrel breakage by decreasing the center tensile stress 
without decreasing the surface compressive stress. 
2) The center stress increases slightly for non-uniform heating quenching before and after 
pearlite transformation and therefore the smaller residual stress appears at the center. Then, the 
core stress distribution shifts to the tension side with decreasing the temperature without 
changing the distribution shape. Similarly, the shell stress distribution shifts to the compressive 
side with decreasing the temperature without changing the distribution shape.  
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3) The thermal stress calculated by considering temperature difference between the 
sub-surface and the center is simulated and added to residual stress. It may be concluded that the 
roll safety is guaranteed more easily in the non-uniform heating quenching than in the uniform 
heating quenching. 
 
(4)  Chapter 4 briefly describes and explains the effect of creep analysis and tempering on 
residual stress reduction of bimetallic roll during uniform heating quenching and non-uniform 
heating quenching processes. Firstly, the creep equations were calculated based on the creep test 
using the time hardening law. Then the accuracy of creep equations is verified by the comparison 
of stress relaxation between FEM result and experimental result. The comparison of residual 
stress reduction between uniform heating quenching process and non-uniform heating quenching 
process was also discussed. At the last, the effect of the tempering process on residual stress 
reduction was also investigated. The conclusions can be summarized as follows. 
1) The time hardening formulation calculated based on creep test data, is used to predict the 
effect of creep behavior on stress relaxation. The results show that the stress decreases by 69％ 
at Tkeep1 and by 38％ at Tkeep2.   
2) For non-uniform heating quenching, by considering creep, the maximum tensile stress at 
the core decreases by 15％ from 216MPa to 185MPa and the center tensile stress decreases 
from -58 MPa to -33 Mpa. For uniform heating quenching, by considering creep, the center 
stress decreases by 8％ form 388MPa to 357Mpa. 
3) For tempering process after non-uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the 
core decreases by 7％ from 187MPa to 173Mpa for martensite transformation 100％, and 
decreases by 25％ from 187MPa to 140Mpa for martensite transformation 0％.  
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4) For tempering process after uniform heating quenching, the maximum stress at the core 
decreases by 24％ from 357MPa to 273Mpa for martensite transformation 100％, and decreases 
by 30％ from 357MPa to 246Mpa for martensite transformation 0％. 
 
(5)  Chapter 5 analyzes the accuracy of disk method to predict roll residual stress. In this 
chapter, therefore, the accuracy of disk method was investigated on the basis of 
thermo-elastic-plastic FEM analysis. Firstly, the stress simulations of single material rolls were 
performed using thermos-elastic analysis and thermos-elastic-plastic analysis considering the 
different quenching time, and in addition, the effect of disk thickness on the residual stress was 
also discussed. Then, the stress simulations of real bimetallic rolls were performed using 
thermos-elastic-plastic analysis under the different quenching time. The conclusions can be 
summarized as follows. 
1) For the single material rolls it is confirmed that the thermo-elastic stress can be predicted 
exactly from the sliced disk from the relation  𝜎𝑧
𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)] as 
shown in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. 
2) For the single material rolls the thermo-elastic-plastic residual stress can be predicted by 
the disk method by considering the error in the range  σz
Cylinder
/[(σr
Disk + σθ
Disk)/(1 − ν)] 
= 0.73-1.49 as shown in Figure 5-6. It is confirmed that the error is insensitive to the disk 
thickness. 
3) For the bimetallic roll the residual stress can be predicted by the disk method considering 
the accuracy in the range 𝜎𝑧
𝑅𝑜𝑙𝑙/[(𝜎𝑟
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘 + 𝜎𝜃
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑘)/(1 − ν)]  = 0.85-2.12 as shown in Figure 
5-10.  
4) The disk method has been widely used for measuring the roll residual stress. However, 
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the accuracy of this method has not been clarified yet. In this paper, therefore, the accuracy 
was discussed by varying the quenching time as shown in Figure 5-6 for the single material 
roll and shown in Figure 5-10 for the bimetallic roll. The disk method can be used for 
predicting the roll residual stress by considering the above amounts of accuracy. 
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